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Foreword 
This publication gives a brief review of coal hydrogénation processes and 
their application in industry since the Second World War. It is intended 
as a guide for those working on the chemical technology of fuel and those 
concerned with planning in the fuel processing industry. An annotated 
bibliography is provided, covering works published during the period 
1959—1970 on the production of liquid fuels by hydrogénation. The 
studies reviewed are concerned with the main directions in the develop- 
ment of the hydrogénation of coal and coal tars, the economics of the 
new processes, and the prospects for their commercialization. 

This study has been prepared at the request of UNIDO by the 
Institute of Fossil Fuels of the Ministry of Coal Industry of the USSR. 
The primary contributors to the study and to the work of preparing the 
annotated bibliography were Institute Members R. A. Konyashina. 
A. A. Krichko, D. P. Pchelina, A. I. Ryabtseva and T. A. Titova. 

The views expressed are those of the consultants and do not neces- 
sarily reflect the views of the secretariat of UNIDO. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

S$) and Cent (rt refer to the US dollar «d «t unie, otherwise 

Ton refers to metric ton (1,000 kg) unless otherwise specified. 

The following abbreviations are used in this publication: 

kcal =kiloealorie 
/«n  =niicrometre (micron) 
bbl =barrel (US) 
SCF=standard cubic foot 
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Chapter 1 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE COAL HYDROGENATION 
INDUSTRY 

Hydrogénation processes were used in Germany and some other countries 
in the 1930s and the 1940s for the production of gasoline from coal and 
coal tar. At the beginning of the Second World War, Germany had a very 
large hydrogénation industry. The production of twelve German plants in 
1943—1944 totalled 5.5 million tons of motor fuel, meeting one third of 
Germany's petroleum requirements [1]. Hydrogénation plants supplied 
about 50 per cent of the automobile gasoline and diesel fuel and 90 per 
cent of the aviation gasoline. 

In the United Kingdom a plant in ßillingham hydrogenating bitumi- 
nous coal and coal tar had an annual production of 150,000 tons of automo- 
bile gasoline [2]. In Italy two industrial coal-tar hydrogénation plants were 
built in 1936 with a combined annual production of 240,000 tons of 
gasoline [3J. 

\n 1942, a coal hydrogénation plant that produced 110,000 tons of 
gasoline and diesel fuel annually was put into operation in Korea [4]. 
Coal was hydrogenated at 480°- 490° C under high pressure (250 atm 
for brown coal and 600-700 atm for bituminous coal) in the presence of 
iron and tin catalysts. The conversion rate of the organic component of 
the coal was 95-98 per cent; 55-61 per cent of the product consisted 
of liquid distillate products with a boiling point below 320—350° C. In 
the next stages these products were converted into gasoline or gasoline 
and diesel fuel, with a yield of 45-50 per cent of the coal input. The hydro- 
gen consumption was 8-10 per cent of the coal input. The liquid products 
of coal hydrogénation contained 10—15 per cent phenols and 3-5 per 
cent nitrogen bases, as well as other groups of compounds that could be 
used as chemical raw material.These were not extracted from the liquid- 
phase hydrogenates but were converted into hydrocarbons. The low yield 
of liquid petroleum products is explained by the high losses of heavy oil 
in the sludge treatment (low-temperature carbonization) in which 
10—20 per cent of the coal organic component was converted into coke 
and gas. Thus, many of the advantages of deep hydrogénation of coal 
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under high pressure were lost. This method was I.S«H1 because it  was 
necessary to recycle the high-boiling fractions of hydrogenate. 

Attempts to increase the production efficiency by replacing the 
i to 3-stage treatment of liquid-phase hydrogenate"s by a single-stage 
processat higher temperature (510 -5:>0 (•) and pressure (5<io -000 atm) 
were uii8ucct.;0iul for obtaining aromatic- type gasoline. This prow«, was 
used, however, uy the hydrogénation industry of Germany [51 and 
analogous processes were developed in the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics (USSR) [6, 7J and in the United States of America [8J. 

Improvement of the techno-economic indexes of coal conversion 
was achieved only by reducing the pressure to 70-100 atm, increasing 
he temperature to Ä20--530' C and reorienting raw motor fuel produc 

tion for yielding the scarce aromatic hydrocarbons flu, 111 along with 
high-octane gasoline [!»]. However, it should be noted that the cost of 
gasoline obtained from coal never fell as low as the cost of gasoline 
obtained from petroleum. This was the main reason for ? >pping coal 
conversion at all the plants in the post-war period and changing over 
to hy^nahon of petroleum products.   In the (¡erman Democratic 

,m«lI «1 ft ) uT ueh,g h.vdpnP•t«> «nly at the Leuna plant 
until li.ß», after which this plant and others processing petroleum 
products were converted. However, research aimed at improving the 
coal-hydrogenation processes and finding economic methods for produc- 
ing motor fuel and chemicals was continued. 

At present, the problem of utilization of coal for the production of 
motor fuels and chemicals is again being discussed widely in the scientific 
and  technical   literature.  Abroad,   particularly  in  the  United  States 
Government* have allocated considerable funds lor basic and applied 
research on the use of coal as « raw material for various branches of 

Ì oland, the ISSR and other countries. 

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE USSR 

Extensive research on coal hydrogénation \Ì2] resulted in the 

S wn „° «P8•»«»*! Plants in the USSR before the Second 
World War. However, the war interrupted the development of hydro- 
génation processes In the post-war period a chemical factory for hydro- 
genatmg coal was built, but for economic reasons no production of liquid 
fuel was planned. * 

aimeí* i" end °f the Í0408 and in the 195ÜS' there were investigations 
producta  Ö7Z7-the

fîr
hn0l0iiy 0f h.vdroge„ating coal to liquid 

ZI       ru!     ^ °f ^ pr0gre8S achieved in the development of 
processes for hydrogenating hydrocarbon distillates of petroleum origin 
an essent.al simplification, intensification and reorientation of the techno- 
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logy of converting the liquid phase coal hydrogenates into valuable 
chemicals (phenols, aromatic hydrocarbons ('„-Cg, naphthalene) was 
.successfully carried out. As a result, the techno economic indexes of coal 
conversion were greatly improved, since the process pressure had been 
reduced from 300 Too atm to 75 l.io ¡»tin and the hydrogen consump- 
tion had been reduced by 30--50 per cent. 

The process of solvent extraction of solid fuels was developed in the 
I'NSR in the pre-war |>eriod |I3], allowing the production of motor fuel 
and some chemicals from bituminous coal, hrown coal, j>eat and oil 
shales. In the 1050« a semi commercial plant for solvent extraction of 
peat was designed hut not built. 

In this process, liquid products were first obtained from solid fuel 
by dissolution at high temperature (4<M) 425 (') in the presence of 
organic solvents. The liquid was then separated from the solid residue by 
filtration or destructive distillation (coking, pyrolysis, etc.). The eonver 
sion rate for the organic component of coal was 70 -so per cent, whereas 
in the ease of peat or oil shale the conversion was 00—05 per cent. 
Research on solvent extraction of bituminous coal carried out in the 
United States resulted in a process of ashless pitch production; this 
process was recommended for technical realization, since ashless pitch 
would provide a raw material for the production of carbon and graphite 
materials [14]. The pitch yield was 00 per cent by woiirht of the coal 
input. The cost of the plant for processing 3.3 million tons of coal per 
year was $57.2 million. The"cost of a ton of pitch was $2.50, assuming a 
coal cost of $2.80 per ton. 

A process for hydrogénation of bituminous and brown coal to obtain 
chemicals along with liquid and gaseous fuel is now being developed in 
the USSR [15]. This process differs from the known Orman process in 
that it uses lower hydrogen pressure, fewer stages and less hydrogen. The 
chemicals obtained (aromatic hydroeati>om, phenols, naphthalene. §ol- 
vents) are more valuable than fuel. Preliminary teehno-eeonomic calcula 
tions show that under certainTconditions this process of coal hydro- 
génation should be profitable. 

A process is also being developed for combined coal and petroleum 
hydrogénation at low pressure. In the case of coal, the organic component 
is converted into a liquid from which black oils with a low sulphur content 
(0.5—0.8 per cent) chemicals and motor fuel are obtained [16]. The pro- 
cess is based on new principles: It is carried out in the presence of petro 
leum products boiling above 24<V C, various additives and a combination 
of catalysts. The petroleum products are donors of hydrogen, while the 
various additives initiate the conversion of the organic component into 
liquid and prevent secondary polymerization reaction*. The use of these 
donors and initiators permits reductions of 50 — 60 per cent in pressure, 
50—70 degrees in temperature. 50-70 |M>r cent in hydrogen consumption! 
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«»"I 3«»--r»o per rent in Kan formation   L¡(|IU(| |>hl|HP hydrogénation also 
removes much more sulphur from the reaidue. ' 

'IV ii.'l.mtrinl application otli.juid-phas, l,y*lnv...,«ti..„ „f ,u,! and 
!*• iole.,.,, -an Ht.lv,. not only the problem of hotter coal utilization in th, 
nationa economy, hut al,o that of produci,,, low sulphur f„,lí 1 
«»lack oils, in.m jK'troleum. 

J)KVKJ.()PMKNTS IN  THK I'MTKD NYATKN 

mted States  smce «he   lH2o*   Th, first  *,,,i commercial   plant    „„ 

m imic ...» ton« of coal daily. 

VHn^an"oñ,,tn,V0> T"»'^"»"«'"f *»«' Luted Stat«, Bureau o, 
MUM«, and on the has,* of the in ventici ions carried out in Louisiana , 
*m.„r,,«| plant with a daily capacity of ,o tons of coal waX'il 

L n hr'i!   :V '"""   "^ [,7J   Alth",«rh   ^ »-   I— "" 
"n • th^ eh'n"' WW US<Ml Ìn «mJ»»«-»i»« -th thermal, te«hnoloK>, thi' scheme was not economically advantageous fis]. 

A semi-commercial plant for hydrogénation  of eoa I   built bv  the 
i -hu e and ( ari«.,, ( 'hem„al Company, with a dui! v «„»city   f3    J» 
»* -al, wan o^ratm, during th, period hi.VJ    „i.• | hi  LNH" Th   hvdn 
Kwmtion   process   (Duo  <       »no    4ooatm>   ,„•   I '.    n    •w,,,)' 
hvdrorirhni.«    ,»t,     i ,      , atm)   I»'"'«"«'«'«!   mainly   aromatic 
,n "        H ¡       am    ,,!,U'r  t'll,mÍOak   H""«^   »he  economic 
ml« x, s of the plant oprati,»,, wen   „„, verv <at isfaetorv. Attempts to 

improve the proevs. were carried out ove, a   HTì.KI »fr, vear   a   a   Ilu 
with a daily capacity of ÌJ tons of coal P 

Hescarch and ex^rimental and project work   on developing ,,,- 

«'"   in   1 m    t uited  .states  since     «Mio.  i\m\    iN>tr,>li>iiiii   ,..„1   , i    ^ •     , 

ÄÄxtrr,,v ,f"r'-u "f •""'- - ' "- •*^» 
In th,. lib-raturc- „,„. fi,,,), reírte „f th v,.|„,„„,.„t „f twW»! 

•roe,•, l„r ,,r,„l,„.ir„. Bamlin„ anfl ,lth„r ^      ta*««¿ 

- oh,„,,lv from ,,,„, „ fro„, ,„,,,,,,.,„„   „ ,|,«  „il at 

^•""*."1IV "" «"""•'; «Hmologi«! principi• „ro explained.^ £ 
most .mportant engineering d„t„ „lny be left out. It is thVrXo «cult 
¡JVM«, the pre•-,,, „„„a. stat, „f the „mbl(lm „,,„ ,,, ^ln

f.£ *^ 

from'elll ^ T1
 
f."-V pla,,<irate'1 P"»•"*« f»r producing «„»„line 

rom nml w the Con»,il proee». (levelMiml by th,.  (\m,„liH«t¡..n f      i 
•-mpanv |,,. ,2]. The hri. of thi, pL»^ . .„Xtitd I, " 
,•K,r"'', • - ''"""-" ''.v M^.nMm „f „.e ,.„i Ki

v,i;:ê 
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at 430   C und Juoatm. Hydrogen is obtained from natural gas and from 
the waste gas produced during hydrogénation, as weil as from the semi 
coke produced from the residues. 

Kx|K-nnieiits .aine.l out MI a pilot plant with a daily output of 
lo ms of gasoline resulted in a project tor processing H.3 million tons of 
coal and obtaining 3.* million cubic metre« of gasoline j>er annum at a 
cost of 10.f> cents |M-r gallon, which corresponds to the cost of gasoline 
ni similar quality obtained from }>etioleurn. The cost of the project was 
*22f> million The high co.st was due to the low efficiency of the old 
technology employed (the I'ott Broche procos« develoj»ed in Germany). 
It wa« only '«»cause of the low cost of coal in the United States that the 
coat of the gasoline could l>e kept so low. There are plans to commercialize 
the procesa in 1!I7">. 

Another process is the " H -Coal" procesa developed by Hydrocarbon 
Ueseareh, Inc. |23J. Coal is hydrogenated under high pressure of hydrogen 
(220—300 atm) in a fluidized bed of an active catalyst. The process is 
well known in the petroleum industry. It is worked out in two variant«: 
single- and two stage. The liquid and gaseous products in both variante 
»re refined like petroleum. The products obtained consist mainly of gaso- 
line, gas oil gas, and small quantities of chemicals and black oil. When 
the two stage process is used, the following products are obtained: 
«asoline, 23 per cent. gas oil, 12 per cent; black oil, 5 per cent; gas with 
a calorific capacity of 8,4<M> kealm3, 280 m'.'ton. 

In the literature the process of coal hydrogénation in a fluidized lied 
is described only in a general way; many important technical details 
are not reported. A pilot plant is now under construction ; its daily output 
will IM« » tons of gasoline from 20- 2.r> tons of coal. Performance data 
obtained in this plant will he used as the basis for building a full scale 
plant for producing gasoline from coal. 

"he production of gasoline and black oil from coal by this method is 
stated to be profitable if the coal capacity is between 5,000 and 15,000 
ton/day. It will yield a profit of 3.0-8.1 per ««.»nt, and the investment 
will be paid back in 6 to 0 years [26], 

COED is the name of a coal-to-crude prows« developed by the FMC 
Corporation [24]. The process consists of a stepwise pyrolysis of coal in 
a tìuidised bed followed by liquid products processing. À gas of high 
calorific value, hydrogen for ammonia synthesis and a semicoke are 
produced in addition to the liquids. The process was tested in a plant with 
a coal capacity of 50 kg/h ; a plant with a capacity of 10 ton/day is 
planned. 

Basically, there is nothing new involved in these processes. They 
are either modernizations of old schemes or adaptations of processes used 
in other  fields, especially   in  petrochemical technology.  Nevertheless, 
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•some difficult technical problems have been solved, and the resultili«.' 
simplification, together with the low cost of coal, ha« made it possible 
for the price of pisoline from coal to comete with that of gasoline from oil. 

THE SITUATION IN WESTERN El/KOPE 

In Western Europe, the production of motor fuel from coal by means 
of the existing hydrogénation processes is not profitable. In theFederal 
Republic ot ( ¡ermany ( KR< i) the cost of gasoline from mal is three times 
higher than the cost of gasoline from petroleum ¡2.1]. 

As indicated above, most of the hydrogénation processes developed 
in the United States are characterized by complex technological equip- 
ment, low yield of the final product (only 3d per cent for gasoline from 
coal, for example), high hydrogen consumption etc. In addition, these 
processes are multi-stage. Even with a low cost for the raw coal, the 
production conta remain rather high. These are not the only reasons, 
however, for the lack of exploitation of coal liquefaction processes. 
Factories are needed to manufacture the specialized processing equipment 
for hydrogénation. Building such factories will appear attractive eco- 
nomically only if there is a decision to develop a large-scale coal hydro- 
génation industry with an annual output of tens of millions of tons of 
products. 

THE SITUATION IN THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

In those developing countries where petroleum reserves are strictly 
limited so that demands for motor fuel and black oil are met primarily 
by imports, the prospects for the production of liquid fuels from coal are 
attractive, provided that large deposits of coni are available. Even so, 
however, the economic resources of these countries are so limited that 
the building of coal hydrogénation plants would create serious difficulties, 
namely: the necessity for large extraordinary capital expenditure! 
assimilation of complex technology, dependence on the importation of 
the main equipment, and a shortage of skilled |ienonnel. 
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Chapter 2 

DISCUSSION OF COAL HYDROGENATION PROCESSES 

Some of the processes developed in the USSR and in the United States 
for obtaining liquid fuels from coal and other solid fossil fuels are discussed 
in detail below. 

SOLVENT EXTRACTION 

At the end of the 1930s and at the beginning of the 1940s investiga- 
tions were carried out in the USSR on developing a technology for 
obtaining liquid products from solid fuels by solvent extraction. The inves- 
tigations were carried out on brown coals and coals of various ranks. 
Fractions of petroleum distillation, products of coal processing, individual 
chemical compounds and mixtures of compounds were used as solvents. 

The process begins with a reaction of a solvent boiling at 200" to 
350° C with a ground solid fuel (coal, peat, oil shale) for a period of 
0.5—2 h. The solvent contains mainly hydrocarbons, (including hydro- 
genates of the solvent extraction products) as hydrogen donors. The 
reaction takes place under its own vapour pressure (30— 40 atm) at a 
temperature of 380°—450° C. During the process, depolyraeristation, 
dissolution and cracking of the fuel take place with a simultaneous 
removal of oxygen, nitrogen and sulphur. The products resulting from the 
process are: light oil (200°-230° C), medium distillates (200°-350° C), 
pitch, unconverted organic component, water and gases (hydrocarbons, 
carbon monoxide and hydrogen sulphide). 

During the thermal dissolution, 60—75 per cent of the organic 
component of brown coal is converted into light distillates, coke, gas 
and water. The same products are obtained when 50 per cent of the organic 
component of coal is converted. Hydrogénation of the extract results in 
a distillate boiling below 350° C, which is suitable for subsequent eon- 
version into gasoline by the methods used in the petroleum industry. With 
a l.K— 2.0 per cent hydrogen consumption, the yield of distillate is 
36 per cent. 

Using hydro-treatment and destructive hydrogénation of this distil- 
late, it is possible to obtain about a 40 per cent yield of automobile gaso- 
line and diesel fuel (on a dry-coal basis with a consumption of 3 per cent 
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hydrogen). The undissolved part of the eoa I (about 45 per cení) eau lie 
used as a high energy fuel, and the gaseous products ((', (\ hydrooar- 
bons) can be used for hydrogen production. 

In processing brown coal and oil shales, the motor-fuel yield can 
be considerably increased respectively to 50 and 60--65 per cent (based 
on the organic component). 

TWO-STAUE  HYDROGENATION  OF COA I.   AT A  PRESSI RE Ol    100— 300 atm 

In the l!»50s a method of hydrogénation of low rank coal, followed 
by a single stage hydrogénation of liquid products in the vapour phase, 
wa« developed in the USSR. On the basis of the data obtained, a How chart 
was worked out for obtaining both chemicals and fuel. Besides the pre- 
paration and production of hydrogen from the gaseous hydrocarbons 
obtained during the process, the following stages were foreseen : 

Liquid-phase hydrogénation (300 atm, 460 — 470 C, Fe-catalyst, 
cleaned iongtìaming and gas coals); separation of phenols, nitrogen 
bases and hydrocarbons from the hydrogenates. 
Hydro-treatment (at 400' 0) of the hydrocarbon fraction of the 
hydrogenate boiling in the range of 50e—150° C; high-temperature 
hydrogénation of the hydrocarbon distillate boiling in the range of 
150°-330 C (530-550° (', loo atm, stationary Co-Al-Mo- 
catalyst). 

Hydrogen, the consumption of which is only 3—3.6 weight per cent 
of the organic component, is obtained from methane and (partly) ethane, 
which are formed in quantity during the coal hydrogénation, by catalytic 
conversion with water vapour. 

Depending on the depth of processing and on the product mix, 
4Ö--50 per cent of the output consists of chemicals (aromatic hydro- 
carbons C, —C8, tetralin, naphthalene, an aromatized solvent for the 
varnish and dyestuff industry, phenols, nitrogen bases, ammonium 
sulphate), 5—10 per cent is the automobile gasoline component and 
16—20 per cent consists of Cs—C5 hydrocarbon gases. 

An approximate technical and economic analysis of the coal proces- 
sing scheme shows that for a plant processing 2 million tons of coal the 
cost of production is 10.5 per cent less than the cost of production of 
similar products in coking and petroleum processing. 

A similar scheme may be used for brown coal processing. 

HYDROGéNATION OF A MIXTURE OF COAL AND PETROLEUM RESIDUES 

In the 1960s a technology for hydrogenating a mixture of coal and 
petroleum residues containing large amounts of sulphur was developed 
in the USSR. Recommended raw materials are gas coals with low sulphur 
(0.3--0.5 percent) and ash (3—5 per cent) content, and residues boiling 
above 240° 0 obtained from distillation of sulphur-bearing crude under 
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atmospheric pressure. The use of petroleum residues for making t IH- mal 
paste increases the degree of liquefaction of the coal and redimes the 
pressure of hydrogen from ÜO0 to 1(H) atrn and its consumption troni 
r>- H to 1—2 per cent. In addition, liquid phase hydrogénation of such 
a mixture yields linai products with a lower sulphur eon tent compared 
with the higher fractions of petroleum. Hydrogénation of all mixture 
is carried out at a temperature of 425 C, a hydrogen pressure of 1<H) atm. 
and in the presence of a catalyst (Fe+3 f Mo). The organic component is 
converted at the rate of 5)0 per cent for coal and 93 JKT cent for brown coal. 

A typical percentage yield from hydrogénation of a mixture of Kuz 
bass gas coal and Arlan topped oil (40:60) under these conditions is: 

COAL PETROLEUM 

—nlS Lrftaiytt       I    *- —J • — — — — -% 

—I  ¿--si 
Distillation U-— so 

Hydropufificitton. 

m_ 
Gasolin« 
A   86 

Winter 

tun 

Separation 
e* phmoti 
ami niifuvr'i 
tHM< 

H;SO, 

H.O 

Nitiogrn bate« 

Figure 1. LiyuUi ptuue hydrogénation of a mixture of coal and petroleum  residue« 
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Mark oil. 41. A -SH pisoli,,,., I<: winter diesel fuel, 2!^ tì-C8 phenols 1 ti • 
hydrogen sulphide, I , mixture of black oil and ash for burn down, 12, 
' ,    < 4 h\drocarhon gases, i». 

Th.- black oil contains Of, - o.K per cent sulphur. It can he used for 
the production of a low sulphur electrode coke, the vield of which during 
coking is :to ;)r, per cent. The gasoline meets the requirements for high- 
quahn gasoline. The diesel fuel has a high eetane numher (41(^53) and 
a low freezing pt,.nt ( 2ti C). Soni,- of its fractions can he used as 
romponent* ot aviation fuel. Sixty per cent of the phenols consists of 
scarce cresol*.  The How chart for this process is shown in ligure 1. 

Capital costs f(„ construction of a complex coal and petroleum enter- 
prise (with a capacity of about là million tons per vear) are 20 per eent 
lower than for construction of an enterprise intended for petroleum 
processing and production of analogous products. 

PROIHVTION OF MvriD FuEL BY THE "H-COAL" PROCESS 

The H ( oar process developed in the United States is based on the 
CIHSSK- Helgius process and permits the use of both eoal and brown eoal 
ihe main apparatus is the reactor, where particles of a high-activity 
catalyst and eoal suspension are retained in the fluidized bed In the 
petroleum industry the reactor is used to process petroleum residues 
Ihe reaction takes place at 425-4*0 C and 210 atm; under these 
condition* the conversion oí the organic component is 80    !)0 per cent 
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i'he main product is a light oil that ran he converted into gasoline and 
other products. 

The flow chart of the "H-Coal" process is given in figure 2. It was 
worked out in a plant processing 2 tons of coal per day, the investment 
mst of which was 82.00 million. In order to study different technological 
versions of the process, a semi -commercial plant with a daily capacity of 
2.r>n tons of coal is planned 

According to the preliminary estimates the investment for a plant 
producing about 4,700 m:,/year of gasoline or gasoline and light oil 
(2:1 ratio) is $115 to $120 million. The estimated investment for a plant 
producing ir>,!MH> m'/year is 8318 to $332 million. 

PRODUCTION OK LIQUID FIEL BY THK CONSOL PROCESS 

The Consol process (worked out in the united States) is a modification 
of the solvent extraction process in combination with hydrogénation of 
the extract and its utilization as a hydrogen donor for dissolving the coal. 

Only the most reactive part of the organic component OH)-So per 
cent) is subjected to hydrogénation. This part is separated in the dissolu- 
tion process and contains enough hydrogen to permit hydrogénation at a 
moderate pressure (200 atm). Distillation fractions obtained in the process 
are the feedstock for the hydrocracking units. The flow chart for the 
Consol process is given in figure 3. 

ft** tnd loi d rtttdu« 

COAL Y    *A   ñ,r„"^• » t __          L _£ 

figure .?.   l'm<luctu,n <>/ si/nthrtir fuel from oxú by the C„t,m,l ¡¡rove 
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Tttbh    I 

<,«»MP..HITl,.S»FTHlPK,,D„rT OBTAIN«» FROM UIWEKKNT FROCKS 

fraction Proportion of total liquid product flight per rent) 

._.             "HVoal rans"1 ('0A,Ö (rudtoü 

«insoliiu, j:m°   -204° C)     2r,0 8J) r ^ 

:^;;;;;ÄVMr<''  s:;    B2:'"   4*:"    »•"" 
BU*o«,««•«,...!::::::::   ¡í:í        -     «•;     *¡-~ 

a Final boiling point 323' C. 

Tabi •> 

CARBON AND HYDROUEN CONTENT 

Pr0duet                                                                                            ,      Carbon Bpdr^n 
  (m*9ht <Mr eent) (wiflkt p» tmti) 

Hvdrojicnat« from coal                                               ua    uo ~~~ 
Crude potroltmm               H*~~m *—* 

84-88 11-14 

The data in tables 1 and 2 show that the average boiline point of 
.quid fuels „ higher, and the hydrogen content considerably* C"    if 
hey are obtained from coal rather than from crude petroleum  In order 
o ob am products of similar qualities, therefore, the*yd££L£ mt 

IH« subjected to additional therrnocatalytic hydrogénation 
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1. Kriehko, A. A., A, V. l^ozovoi and V). 1\ lYhelina (l!»f>!)) A new low- 

pressure   hydrogénation   process  for  semieoke-oven  tars  (Novaya 
tekhnologieheskaya skhema gidrogenizacionnoi pererabotki polu- 
koksovvkh ugolnykh smol |MM1 nevysokim davleniem) Trudy luxtitutu 
G'oryvchilch lskojKttmykh AN SSSH, Vol. !>, p. 'M. (in Russian) 

A simplified technological process for low pressure hydrogénation 
of primary coal tars is described. The process yields valuable 
chemical products and high-grade motor fuel. 

2. Krichko, A. A. and H. A. Konyashina (l!»f>!>) Hydrogénation of eoals 
mined in the (heremkhovo coalfield and concentrated by the method 
of centrifugal separation in heavy liquids (Issledovanie gidrogenizacii 
uglei ('heremkhovskogo mestorozhdeniya. obogashchyonnykh meto- 
dom tsentrobezhnoi separatsii v tvazhyolykh zhidkostyakh) Trudy 
Instituía dory urli ik'h Iskojxumyrh AN SSSH, Vol.!», p. ti2. (in 
Russian) 

This article discusses the hydrogénation of (heremkhovo coals in 
an autoclave at 4<>n (' and Son atin after a one-hour treatment by 
the method of centrifugal separation in heavy liquids. 

3. Blonskaya, A. !.. A. V. Lozovoi, M. (Í. (ionikberg >t al. (!!».-»«») Hydro- 
génation of lean eoals and anthracites at hydrogen pressures exceeding 
1,000 at m (Issledovanie gidrogenizacii toshehikh uglei i antratsitov 
pri dav lenii vodoroda vyshe l.nooat) Trudy lust Hula dory uchi kit 
JskofMttniykh AN SSSH, Vol. !>, p. 50. (in Russian) 

The behaviour of anthracite, semi-anthracite and lean coal during 
destructive hydrogénation in an autoclave at 480'- <>00 (' and 
1,200—1,700 atm. 

4. Blonskaya, A. I., A. V. Lozovoi, 1). L. Musclevich <t «I. (l!»f>0) 
Two-stage process for production of chemical intermediates, motor 
oil and gases by hydrogénation of Chereiiikho\o coal tar (l)vukhstu- 
penehataya skhema gidrogenizacionnogo proizvodstva khimicheskikh 
poluproduktov, motornogo topliva i gazov iz smoly chcremkhovskikh 
uglei) Trudy ¡uxtitutu (ioryurhikh /skofxxtuykh AN SSSR, Vol. !», 
p. f>. (in Russian) 

A simplified technological process for combined treatment of Remi 
coked coal tar by hydrogénation was worked out. (Iioniieal inter- 
mediates, motor oil and hydrocarbon gases were the products. 

1!) 
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.-,.   Dyakova.  M.   K .  A    li.   Vol Epstein, M.  X.  Zharova  <t al. (1059) 
Conversion of higher phenols  into  phenols, cresol*,  and xyleiiols 
(O   provrashchenü   vysshikh   lenolov  v  fenol,  krozolv   i  ksilenoly) 
Zhuninl priklatlmà hhimii. Vol. .'{-'. No.!». p  2l2o. (in  Russian) 

The oriirin of these higher phenols was ( 'heremkhovo coal tar. 

t¡. Okladnikova. Z. A.. A. S. Nakhmamn ¡eh. N. I. Shehergina (1959) 
An infra-red spectroscopic investigation of (he mechanism of trans- 
formation of the high-molecular fraction of semi-coked tar during 
destructive hydrogénation (Issledovanie khimizma prevraahcheniy 
vysokomolekulyarnoi chasti polukoksovoi sinoly v usloviyakh 
destruktivnoi gidrogenizaeii pri pomoshchi infrakrasnoi spektrosko 
pii) 77M»/// YiNttiH'hno-Sibirnkutgo Filíala AX SSSR, seriya khimiche 
skaya. No. 20, p. 30. (in Russian) 

Intra red absorption spectra of neutral components separated 
from the pitch of Oheremkhovo semi-coked tar. 

7. Davtyan, N. A., M. K. Dyakova (1059) Research on the structure of 
the higher phenols ohtained from Chereinkhovo coal tar (Issledovanie 
struktury vysshikh fenolov gidrogenizata sinoly cheremkhovskikh 
uglei) Tnclii Instituto, Goryuchikh hkopaemykh AN SSSR, Vol. 0, 
p. 20. (in Russian) 

This article describes the research carried out on the composition 
and structure of phenols obtained from the heavy fraction boiling 
at 230 —310  ('. 

S. Pinchin, F. J. (1050) The mechanism of coal hydrogénation British 
Coal Ctilization Research Association (R(TRA), .Monthly Bulletin, 
Vol. 23, No. 12, pp. 405-470. (in English) 

A review of data concerning the mechanism of the hydrogénation 
process as applied to improve the coking qualities of coal, to con- 
vert coal into liquid, to produce partial gasification of coal and 
hydrogénation of the resulting organic compounds. 

!». Coekram, < '. and E. \V. Sawyer (1050) Hydrogénation at Billingham in 
Retrospect   Industrial Chemist,  Vol. 35. No. 411.  pp. 221-220. (in 
English) 

Tracing the development of hydrogénation processes at the Billing 
ham coal-tar factory, the article reviews the processes that the 
factory employed for production of synthetic liquid fuel from coal 
and creosote oil. The article also describes the major plants and 
their capacities, as well as the composition of the products. 

io Kawa, Wit al. (1050) Agglomeration studies in the low-pressure 
hydrogénation of coal in a fluidized bed CS. Ihtrnni of Mines Bulletin, 
X<>. />;,", 11 pp., Washington, U.C. (in Knglish) 

Equipment and procedures for agglomeration studies. Reduction 
and elimination of agglomerates by slow heating or by coal pre- 
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treatment at 4oo (' with or without hydrogen. To maximize the 
yield of synthetic liquid fuels, the time spent at 400 —¿"¡on C must 
be sufficiently long. 

11. An American coal-hydrngctuttioii plant (I'.».v.») ('finitimi I'nxhicts. 
Vol. 22, No. 7, pp. 271-272. (in English) 

A pilot plant for coal hydrogénation is described and a simplified 
flow chart presented. The plant has a capacity of I oil tons of coal 
]>er day. Operated in West Virginia by the I'nion Carbide Corp.. 
this plant operates at l."»o C to f>í»0 C to produce phenol, cresols, 
aniline, quinoline, naphthalene and toluene. 

12. Keith, 1'. C. and F. Ringer (l'.W.t) Coal hydrogénation, l'.S. Pat. 
No. 2,8HÔ/^7; 5 May. (in Knglish) 

The suggested method combines coal hydrogénation with sub- 
sequent product cracking in a Huidizcd bed and gasification of the 
residual products by vapour -ami-oxygen blast. Coal paste is hydro- 
genated at a temperature of 3f>l ' C and a pressure of 70 atm, and 
SO -85",, of the coal organic mass is converted into liquid and 
gas products. The How diagram is presented and the concept of the 
basic apparatus is described. 

i:i. Pelipetz, M. (¡. and lì. A. Friedel (l!»."»0) Hydrogénation producís 
from bituminous coal and sucrose at elevated temperatures; -pedral 
comparison, Fiul, Vol. 3s, No. 1, pp. s— Hi. (in Knglish) 

Nearly identical pro« 1 nets were obtained by similar hydrogen treat 
inents of bituminous coal and sucrose. 

14. Svajgl, Ü. (lOôi)) Disturbing influence of arsenic in high-pressure 
hydrogénation of brown-coal (ai> (liuAivy arsemi pri vysokotlaké 
hydrogenaci hnedouhelnych delitti) ('fu »tick;/ Prut» y«!, Vol. 0. No. f>, 
pp. 230 — 234. (in Czech) 

Peculiarities of the hydrogénation process as applied to Czc ho- 
slovakian brown-coal tars. A high content >f arsenic passes from 
coal into tar during low-tern|>erature carbonization in the presence 
of a fixed-bed catalyst. Methods for eliminating the arsenic are 
suggested. 

15. Svajgl, 0. ( 1 !*f>!>) Deactivation of WSj- NiS- Al,0, catalyst by arsenic. 
1. Mechanism of deactivation (Entaktivierung des \VNt—NiS--Al,0,- 
Katalysators durch Arsen. I. Mechanismus der Entaktivierung) 
Collection of Czechoslovak Chemical Communications, Vol. 24, No. 12, 
pp. 382!)—3835. (in Cerman) 

Deactivation of \VS2—NiS —Al.¿()3 catalyst by arsenic contained 
in the hydrogénation distillates of brown coal tar. When absorbed 
by the catalyst, arsenic reacts with the nickel sulphide and reduces 
the amount of active sulphide, thus lowering the activity of the 
catalyst as a whole. 
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H». Schnabel, M. (l'.t.v.t) Low-temperature hydrogénation of >orthcrn- 
Bohemiaii hrown-eonl tars (Nízkotepelná hydrogenaee severo -ôeskych 
hnèdouhelnyeh dehtü) Cht Dinky prûviysl. Vol. 1», No. I, pp. 10-'U. 
(in Czech) 

A continuous process of low temperature hydrogénation of brown 
coal tars was tested on a small-scale apparatus. The aim was to 
obtain motor fuels, «-paraffins, lubricai in«,' oils, phenols and cresols. 

17. Jiose, S. K.. A. K. (¡annuii, N. (¡. Basak, A. Lahiri (1050) Professine 
of low-temperature tar oil fractions to diesel oils. Journal of th< 
Institut*  of P<t role urn. Vol. 45, No. 42K, pp. 252— 25s. (in English) 

The article contains sketches of cx|>eriniental equipment and 
describes the development of an efficient catalyst for Diesel oil 
production by hydrogénation of tar obtained from Haniganj coal. 
The characteristics of the tar are given, and the products of hydro 
genation for different experimental conditions and for various 
catalysts are analysed. 

18. Sharkey, A. (J. it al. (J!iñl>) Analysis of liquid products from eoal 
hydrogénation by mass spectrometry, F tul. Vol. 3S, No. 3, pp 31 ó to 
32S. (in English) 

1!*. Fowler, \V. A. ( I \mi) Current trends in the American eoal tar industry, 
Industrial Chnnist. Vol. 35, No. 40!», pp. 12d -]23. (in English) 

Tar production on Huid carbonization plants. New products of coal 
chemistry: high boiling aromatic hydrocarbons, phenols etc 
Prospects for the production of chemicals by coal hydrogénation 
and hydrogen production from coke-oven gas. 

Vainada, M. (lí»r>s. l!>5!>) Catalytic reduction of tar components by 
molybdenum trisulfide. II. Hicyelie hydrocarbons (diphenyl). III. Mono- 
-velie phenols. IV. Condensed-nucleus phenols (a- and /í-naphthols) 
Cod Tar (Koru 'Jam), Vol. lo. No. 12, p. 727: Vol. I I, No. 1, p. 17. 
(in Japanese) 

'I. Experimental data are presented on the effects of pressure, 
temperature and residence time on product yields in diphenyl 
hydrogénation in the presence of Mo()3. Up to 40 »rt of phenyl 
eyclohexane can be obtained when the initial pressure of hydrogen 
is !>0atm and the temperature equals 350 C, 400° C or 450° C. 
Dicyclohexyl (3.5—5.0 percent) and negligible quantities of C, HH 

and C6Hj, were identified in the products. 

111. Hydrogénation of phenol, o-, m-, 7) cresols, m ethyl-phenol and 
1,3,5-xylenol.   It   was   demonstrated   that   an   initial   hydrogen 
pressure of 100 at in and temperature of 350 • C (320° C for 1,3,5 
xylenole) converts most of the phenol. The value of the initial hv 

20. 
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drogen pressure notably influences the reaction rate at  3oo  C, 
while a further rise of temperature to 350  (,' and 4<nt  ( ' rudi uros t his 
inHuenee. 
IV. Experimental data are presented on the effects of pressure and 
temjierature on product yield« in hydrogénation of *  and /¿-uaph 
thols (naphthalene, tetralin, decalin). 

I960 

.I. Sehoenemann, K. (UMJO) The tìermau contribution to the »resent 
situation of chemical technology in the world (La contribution alio 
mande à la situation actuelle de la technologie chimique dans le 
monde) Génie chimique, Vol. 83, Xo. 6, pp. 1 *» 1 — 1«H». (in French) 

Achievements of German researchers in p.rumonia synthesis, coal 
hydrogénation etc. 

22. Krichko, A. A., A. V. Lozovoi, I). P. Pohelina ri al. (líWo) Production 
of chemicals from unpyrolyzed tar derived from continuous carbonisa- 
tion of Kuznetsk  coals  (Poluchenie  khimicheskikh  produktov  i/. 
nepirolizovannoi smoly protsossa  neprervvnogo  koksovaniya  kuz- 
netskikh uglei)  IzvcMiyn Sihirxfoxjo Otfhltniya  AS SSSfí.  No   12 
p. 8K. (in Russian) 

The article gives the characteristics of the investigated tar, desorille« 
how it is processed, and shows what yields of aromatic hydro 
carbons, solvents and other product« can be obtained from it by 
hydrogénation. 

-3. Salimgareeva. V. (%., H. V. Przhtainskaya and I. V. Kaleohits (IfMIO) 
The formation of lower phenols during liquid-phase hydrogénation 
(0 poluchenii nizshikh fenolov v khode zhidkotazuoi gidrngcnizacii) 
MetaUurgiciuskntja   i   khimichixkaya   promi/Mhh ntUMt   Knzakh#t<ma. 
No. 2, p. 102. (in Russian) 

Seni i-coked tar from Cn. remkhovo coal was used. 

24. Lewis, P. S. and It W. Hoteshue (limo) Hydro?ciiating coal in the 
entrained state Industrial and Kmjiwerimj ChtmiMry, Vol. 52, No  11 
pp. H1U-H2U. (in Knglish) 

The article describes an apparatus for hydrocarbon production by 
coal hydrogénation at'temperatures of up to Hon C and pressures 
of up to 420 aim. This apparatus could be employed for other 
processes taking pince under similar conditions l)esign of certain 
components is presented, e.g. the feeder for delivery of powdered 
coal in the entrained state. 
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-."». Laug, K \\. nul .1. ( Laccy (l!»d(») Properties of tar from low- 
tempcraliirc carboni/al ion of American scam cual Industrial ami 
KIHJìHK nng Clu mt.sirìi. Voi. fi 2. No. 2, pp. là1" I4<i. (in English) 

Large njiiantiti«-- ol ¡ou cost char and tar may be produced by 
tltiidi/.cd » arboni/i tion ot coal, ami economical applications for tht* 
tar arc sought. I he tar can In hydrogenated to obtain low-boiling 
products. Hydrocracking and reforming <>f tar distillates yield 
low« r aromatics flic tar could possibly prove usable in plastic 
engineering   K.conomic aspects of tar processing arc discussed. 

_'»». DawydofY. \V. (I«»»in) Hydrogénation in a homogenous pliaso (Hydrie- 
rung in homogener l'hase) (lu mischi T'Otiih. Vol.12, No. 7, 
pp. 414    4 IN   (in Cernían) 

Single and double stage hydrogénation of brown coal tars obtained 
by ¡ow temperature carbonization was used for production of 
t i alcohols.  The properties of the resulting alcohols are described 

.7. Lüder. H and K.Drescher (l!MU>) Testing of rheiiiuin-contaiiiiiig 
ratal* *t* for medium ami high pressure hydrogénation of brown-coal 
tar processing products ( Ausprüfung rhcniumhaltiger Katalysatoren 
für die Mittel unci Hoehdruekhydrierung von liraunkohlenteer- 
verarbcitiiiigspiodukten) ( In rin.sc/n T<chnik\ Vol. 12, No. 1, pp. Iti to 
22    in « terrnan) 

Bheiiiuin catalysts mi various carriers were tested in a number of 
mictions and were found useless for the hydrogénation of hydro 
carbons boiling within the range of gasoline; however, these cata- 
lysts could be efficiently employed as substitutes for tungsten and 
molybdenum for hydrogénation of brown-coal middle oils under 
medium and high pressures. 

2*». Hiteshiie, It. \\ . U H. Anderson. S. Friedman ( l'.iHO) tìascous hydro- 
rarboit* by hydrogénation of coals and chars Industrial ami Enaiiut rimj 
CAiWoW/f/. Vol. "»2, No. 7, pp. f>77~  f>7!>. (in English) 

The article contains the results of an experimental investigation 
if the |K»fwihility of commercial production of hydrocarbon gases 

by hydrogénation of coal and (bars at 420 atm and K(K)0 V in the 
presence of cobalt molybdate The data obtained can be used for 
designing « continuous bench scale hydrogénation unit. 

1961 

2'.t Katsobashvili, Va. K , YH. N. Garber, K. I. Elbert and Z. G. Belenko 
(I(MU) llv<!rocracking of high-boiling eoal tar fraction« in a fixed bed 
catalyst at a pressure of 30 atm (GiHrokreking vyHokokipyashehikh 
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.{II. 

fraktsiy kamennougolnoi smoly v statsionarnom sloe katalizatora pod 
davleniem 30 at) Koks i khimiya, No. 10, p. 48. (in Russian) 

The hydroeracking was performed in a continuous laboratory plant 
with a reactor capacity of 250 ml in the presence of CoO -j~MoO,+ 
f AljOj catalyst. The processing of .-rude anthracene, anthracene 

fraction and absorbent oil with a diluent at 540°—5t;ojC was 
studied. The naphthalene fraction yield was 05%; it contained 
70- 75",, naphthalene. 

Hurts, A. (;., A. A. Krichko, R. A. Konyashina <t al. (19(51) Processing 
of an anthracene fraction by the hydrogénation method (Pererabotka 
antratsenovoi fraktsii metodom gidrogenizacii) Koks i khimiya, 
No. lo, p. 53. (in Russian) 

Research on destructive hydrogénation of the coal-tar anthracene 
fraction using niolybdena-cobalt-alumina or molybdena-alumina 
catalysts at 100 — 200 atni and 520-550° C. 

31. Tyutyunnikov, Yu. B. and Yu. M. Volkov (1901) New prospects for 
the chemical treatment of bituminous coals (Novye perspektivnye 
napravleniya khimicheskoi pererabotki kamennykh uglei) Nmichnye 
imây Ukrainskoyo ughkhimicfaskogo instituía (Sbornik), No. 12, 
p. si. (in Russian) 

A brief survey of methods intended for chemical treatment of 
bituminous coals by hydrogénation, oxidation and alkali pyrolysis. 
Long flaming and gas coals were investigated. 

32. Salimgareeva, F. G., 51. F. Ivanova, B. V. Przhtsinakc.ya, T. V. Kale- 
chits (1961 ) Transformation of carhonyl compounds during destructive 
hydrogénation (O prevrashcheniyakh karbonilnykh soedineniy T 

usloviyakh destruid ivnoi gidrogenizacii) Iznxtiya Hibirskogo otdele- 
niya AN SSSli, No. 5. p. 115. (in Russian) 

This article contains data on hydrogénation of benzophenone, 
berzaldehyde, cyclohexanone, semi-coked tars and coals in the 
presence of industrial ferric catalysts. 

33. Kalechits, I. V., Z. A. Okladnikova, D. Kh. Nikolaeva (1961) The 
relative rates of hydrogénation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
(K voprosu ob otnositelnykh skorostyakh gidrogenizacii politsikli- 
cheskikh aromatieheskikh uglevodorodov) Trudy Vostochno-Sibir- 
«Logo Filióla AN SSSR, No. 38, p. 112. (in Russian) 

The relative rates were measured for the hydrogénation of diphenyl, 
naphthalene, anthracene, phenanthrene, chrysene, pyrene and 
caronene in the presence of a skeleton nickel catalyst and industrial 
ferric catalyst. 

34. Sidorov, H. I., Z. P. Trotsenko, A. S. Nakhmanovich (1961) Composi- 
tion of industrial liquid-phase hydrogenates. Communication 5. 
Research on the composition of the mixtures of aromatic hydro- 
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carbons of the liquid-phase hydrogenates obtained from medium- 
temperature Chcremkhovo coal tar (lssledovanie sostava promyshlen 
nykh zhidkofaznykh gidrogenizatov. Soobshehenie 5. lssledovanie 
sostava smesei aromatioheskikh uglevodorodov zhidkofaznogo gidro- 
gemzata tyazhyologo masía srednetemperaturnoi smoly eheremkhov 
skogo uglya) Trudy Yostoehno-Sibirskoijo Filíala AN SSSR khimi- 
cheskaya seriya, No. 38, p. (is. (in Russian) 

The mixtures contain compounds belonging to the homologous 
groups of benzene, indan, tetralin and naphthalene. 

35. Günther, G. (1961) Studies of the kinetics of hydrogénation reactions. 
Hydrogénation of cresol (Untersuchungen zur Kinetik von Hydrier- 
reaktionen. Die Hydrierung von Kresol) Chemische Technik  Voi  13 
No. 12, pp. 720-723. (in German) '       '     ' 

Research on the effects of temperature, pressure, residence time 
gas-to-oil ratio, and cresol concentration in the original product 
on the process of high-pressure hydrogénation of tars and oik in 
the presence of solid catalysts. 

36. Coal holds jet fuel raw material potential ( 1 96 1 ) Chemical and Engineer- 
ing News, Vol. 39, No. 43, pp. 56-57, (in English) 

The article contains a flow diagram and a brief description of a 
process of high-energy jet fuel production by hydrogénation of a 
coal tar, obtained by high-temperature coking, in the presence of 
sulphur-resistant catalysts (tungsten and nickel sulphides on 
alumina or molybdenum sulphide on activated carbon) The pro- 

gne T^T'T:
1
 

Ìn FmnCe- U WOrks best at temperatures of 
4/u —430  L and hydrogen pressures of 200—250 atm. 

37. Feldkirchner, H. L., E. J. Pyreioch, E. B. Shultz (1961) Hydrogena- 
tion techniques at combined high temperatures and pressures, Chemical 
engineering Progress. Sym¡mium Serie*, Vol. 57, No. 34 pp 73-80 
(in English) 

Batch and semicontinuous reactors for hydrogasitìcation of solid 
fuels and a continuous tubular reactor for hydrogasification of 
crude oil and tars are described. 

Hara, H.   H. Kudo and M. Kiyoshi (1961) Hydrogenolysis of eoal, 
Journal of the Fuel Society of Japan (Nenryo Kyokaishi), Vol 40 
No. 411, pp. 545-555. (in Japanese and English ' "     ' 

Investigations show that the speed of hydrogenolysis of coal 
depends upon the speed of solution of hydrogen in theìiquid phase 
and the number of collisions between hydrogen and coal particles 
which ,s a function of the paste viscosity. It was found that the 
paste should be pretreated at 310-360° C for 2-3 h and the 
oil-to-eoal ratio in the paste should be 1.5 to 2.3 1   The reaction 

38. 
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should be carried out at the highest posible temperature and 
pressure. Minimum density oils are recommended for the paste 
formulation. ' 

'Ml Mateuda, T. (!»«]) Problems involved in the in*- «rialization of coal 
hydrogena ion processes, Journal of the Fuel Sorhty of Ja¡,nn (Nenrvo 
Xyoka.sln), V „ . 40, No. 411, pp. «11-034. (in Japanese and K„Ä 

Kxpenmenta data serve as the basis for a discussion of prospects 
of commerçai application of coal-hydrogenation processes composed 
of two stages, coal liquefaction and liquefied oil reforming \n 
analysis of production economy is made, assuming that the plant 
capacity is 1,000 tons of coal per day. 

40. Sakabe, T., Y. Ogo  R. Sassa, M. Suzuki, M. Horie, Y. Kanbavashi, 
T   Ohissa   M.  Takahash,, M.  Hunsaki (1961) Liquid-phase coal 
hydrogénation m an experimental flow plant, Journal of the Fuel 
Society of Japan (Nenryo Kyokaishi), Vol. 40, No. 411, pp. Ö35-Ö44 
(in Japanese and Iinglish) 

The test plant for continuous coal hydrogénation under a pressure 
of 000 atm had a capacity of 50 kg/day. It was used to process 
Miike coal w.th Bayer mass catalyst. The following results were 
obtained (percentages): coal conversion factor - 90 9- yield of 
hght oil (b.p. below 300^ C) - 64.1 ; yield of gas - 25.8; hydrogen 
consumption — 7.6. 

1962 

41. Blonskaya, A. I. and A. V. Lozovoi (1962) < (imposition of the hydro- 
aromatízate from Cheremkhovo semi-coked coal tar (0 sostave gidro 
aromatizata iz polukoksovoi smoly Cheremkhovskikh uglei)  Triuiy 
Inshtnta Qoryuchikh Isicojmmykh AN SSSR, Vol. 17 pp  1S7 —19s 
(m Russian) 

The composition of the hydroaromatizatc resulting from the two- 
stage hydrogénation of Cheremkhovo semi-coked coal tar was 
studied. The benzene fraction (60C-205°C) contained- f»>6" 
aromatic 4.4",, unsaturated, 34.5% naphthenc, X,~>% paraffin 
hydrocarbons. The fraction boiling at 190 -300 -(' contained- 
-3.1" aromatic, 5.3% unsaturated, 7.2% normal paraffin 12 S" 
naphthenc and isoparaffin hydrocarbons. 

42. Katsobashvili, Ya. R., Yu. N. Garber, E. I. Elbert, Z. G. Belenko 
A. (,. Horts   (1962)   Method   of   proeensing  high-boiling   coal-tar 
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fractions (Sposoh pererabotki vysokokipyashehikh fraktsiy kamenno 
ugolnoi smolv) Artorskoi xri<i< U Istro SSSfí ( Husninn paint) 14-17 Sß, 
21 March, (in Russian) 

A method is described for processing high boiling coal-tar fractious 
into low boiling aromatic hydrocarbons. The raw material was 
subjected to hydrocraeking at 10 -fxiatm and 450-700 (' using 
active cobalt-alumina catalysts in the presence of a li(|iiitìed gas 
(propane, butane etc.) followed by a recycling of the unreaeted 
residue. A table of optimum high-boiling cracking conditions for 
various raw materials is m ven. 

43. Katsobashvili, Ya. H., Vu. X. Garbor, E. 1. Elbert, Z. il Belenko 
(1ÍW2) Method of processing high-boiling coal-far fractions (Sposob 
pererabotki vysokokipyashehikh fraktsiy kamciiwiugnlnoi smoly) 
Artorskor svidd* Istro SSSÏÏ (Human jxitent) J 4')')'!!, 21 March, 
(in Russian) 

This method differs from the one described in Ref. No. 42 above 
only in that the whole process is carried out at the lower tempera- 
ture of 300 -350°C. The aim is to obtain the low-boiling hydro- 
aromatic hydrocarbons, which are used as raw materials for organio 
synthesis, production of plastics etc. 

44. Katsobashvili, Ya. lì., Yu. X. (Jarber, K. I. Elbert, A. A. Lukanin 
(1!W2) Coal-far processing method (Sposob pererabotki smol) Artorakoe 
Hvùl't'-lstm SSSfí (Russian jxtUnt) 14M.3S, 21 June, (in Russian) 

A no residue proc ss for converting coal tar into aromatic and 
hydroaromatic hydrocarbons is proposed. A destructive hydro- 
génation in a fixed bed of highly active eatalysts at 30-50 atm in 
followed by a separation of hydrocarbons into different fraction« 
by means of a rectifying column. 

45. Lozovoi, A. V., I). I,. Muselevich, T. M. Ravikovich, T. A. Titova, 
V. F. ( herkasova (HM52) Two-stage process for production of chemi- 
cals by hydrogénation of €heremkhovo coal tar (l)vukhstupenchataya 
skhema gidrogenizaeionnogo proizvodstva khimioheskikh produktov 
iz smoly cheremkhovskikh uglei) Trudy Instituto Goryuchikh Ishopie- 
niykh AS SSSfí, Yol. 17, pp. 174-181. (in Russian) 

A proposed two-stage (liquid- and vapour-phase) process yield« 
00 —00",, chemicals and intermediates (aromatico and C„—C8 

phenols, naphthalene, monomethyl naphthalenes, diluents etc.) 
and 33—37°/,, hydrocarbon gases (\ H 2M2 at a hydrogen expenditure 
of 5.7 — 0.0°;, of the coal-tar weigh»,. 

Rorts,  A. (J., A. A. Kriehko,  R. A. Konyashina, A. V. Lozovoi, 
L. X. Lvova (1!)(¡2) Production of chemicals from the anthracene 
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fraction of coal far by high-temperature hydrogénation (i'oluchenie 
khimicheskikh produktov iz antratsenovoi fraktsii koksovoi sn.oh 
metodom vysokotemperatunmi gidrogenizacii) Tnt<\>, Instituí« 
ConfHchikh iHkoimninjkh AX SSSR, Vol. 17, pp. ü.V> •-•_»« I. 
(in Russian) 

A study of the hydrogénation in a continuous plant of the lirst 
anthracene fraction crystallized from eoal tar. A flow chart is 
proposed for the production of solvents, (\ -C, aromatic«, naph- 
thalene and other products. 

47. Lozovoi, A. V., D. L. Muselevich, T. M. Ravikovieh, S. A. Senyuvm 
T. A. Titova, V. F. Cherkasova (MM¡2) Silica-alumina catalysts for 
high-pressure hydrogénation (Katalizatory s nlvumosilikatnòi osno 
voi  diva gidrogenizaeii  pod  vysokim davleniem  vodoroda)   Trudy 
Instituía íiuryurhikh l»kn¡Mwmykh AS SSSR, Vol. 17, pp. 199-211 
(in Russian) 

The activity of 13 new catalysts intended for vapour phase hydro 
genation of partially dephenolized liquid-phase hvdrofcnate (of 
Cheremkhovo semicoke (»ven tar) was tested in' a continuous 
laboratory plant. The catalysts were prepared from a natural 
siiica-alumina-askanite by activation with 40"„ HF plus 2 o to 
7.0 wt.% of Cr, Mo, Ni, Fe. Zn, W oxides or sulphides. 

•K Svajgl, o. (1!><L>) Method of hydroarenatinsr hvdruearl.oii-notihydro- 
carhon mixture (Zpûsob hydroganacc uhlovodikû ve «mesi s neu hie - 
vodíkovynii primêsmi) CSSK, No. I0.'{, 174»; pubi. If» March, (in 
Czech) 

A method is suggested for the hydrogénation of hydrocarbons 
mixed with nonhydrocarbon compounds, for example, phenols 
nitrogen bases or sulphur compounds. The catalysts contain 
tungsten and nickel sulphides and active alumina. Tin- relative 
content of aromatic hydrocarbons in the product remains constant 
or increases, when the ratio of the processed material to the catalyst 
is changed from O.r» (».!» to 1- lo kg'lit re of the catalyst and the 
temperature is raised from 340 -380 C to 400°-4ño C. All non 
hydrocarbon admixtures and olefins are thereby converted into 
saturated or aromatic hydrocarbons. 

4!*. Li-tort, M. (VMM) High-energy fuels derived from coal (Les carburants 
à haute énergie derives de la houille) Chimi,  <t industri,    Vol   H7 
No. 3, pp. 371—387. (in French) 

The proposal is to produce jet fuels by hydrogénation of coal tar 
fractions under high hydrogen pressure. Hydrogénation processes 
in the presence of nicked and combined catalysts (tungsten and 
nickel sulphides on alumina) arc compared and the advantages of 
the latter are shown. The characteristics of the raw materials and 
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the physical and chemical properties of* the fuels produced are 
presented, as well as a schematic diagram of an industrial installa- 
tion. 

50. Gorin, K. (I'.KL») Production of hydrogen-rich liquid fuels from coal, 
,- ..   „_,   v„   -i0¡S24if 23 January 1!H>2. (in English) U.S. Pat. No. o. 

ài 

A combination process for converting coal into materials suitable 
for gasoline feedstock. The process comprises the following opera- 
tions : ^ 

1. Treatment with a solvent to dissolve 00—so wt. ",„ of the coal. 
Hydrocarbon solvents boiling at 260 -425 (' are recommended. 
The temperature in the extraction zone should be higher (up to 
500   C), but not high enough to cause carbonization. 

2. Fractionation of the extract into: (a) a component rich in 
benzene-insoluble compounds, and (b) a component porr in these 
compounds and with a precipitant added. The liquid fractions are 
separated from the insoluble eoal residue by means of continuous 
filtration or centrifugation. 

3. Coking at 426-760° C of the solid residue mixed with the first 
fraction (a). 

4. Hydrogénation of a mixture of coke-oven distillate with the 
second fraction (b) on Mo and W catalysts at 410°-455° C and 
140-225 atm. 

Sakabe, T., V. Ogo, 11. Sassa, M. Suzuki, M. Horie, V. Kambayashi, 
T. Ohisa, M. Takahashi, M. Hunaki (1962) Liquid-phase hydrogéna- 
tion of Miik« eoal by experimental How plant. Experimental results 
with creosote as vehicle. Journal of the Chemical Society of Japan, 
Industrial Cltnnistry Section (Kogyo Kagaku Zasslii), Vol »V 
No. 3, pp. 297-303, A21. (in Japanese) 

The results of experiments on coal hydrogénation are reported. 
The pressure was 200-300 atm, temperature 440°-460 C, mat- 
erial feed rate 6 kg/h, hydrogen feed 5.5 Nm3/h. 

52. Münzig, E., H. Blume, E. Pindur (1962) Research on the improvement 
of catalysts for hydrogénation of tars and medium oils (Arbeiten zur 
Verbesserung der Katalysatoren für die hydrierende Raffination von 
Teeren und Mittelölen) Zeitschrift für Chemie, Vol. 2, No. 3, pp. 7'5-83 
(in German) 

A brief history of the development of hydrogénation catalysts. The 
composition and properties of catalysts 3510, 5058, (1434, 7840 and 
8736 are given, as well as those of the new catalysts in use at a 
factory in Leuna (German Democratic Republic). 

The specific features of the new catalysts are as follows: they are 
mainly oxides; Mo serves as the active component; synthetic 
materials are preferable for carriers; Co is partlv substituted for Ni 
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Practical applications of these catalysts are discussed. Highly acid 
clays are the best carriers for the 8370 and 81i>7 catalysts. When the 
raw material contains nitrogen bases an addition of H3P04) HBO, 
and H,SiO, to the carrier is recommended. Sulphonation of the 
hydrogenating catalysts prior to use is unnecessary. 

53. Matsuda, S., Hh. Kirkawa, A. Uchida (1062) Dealkylation of tar oil 
in the presence of an alumina eatalyst. Effects of pressure and tem- 
perature, Journal of the Chemical Society of Japan, Industrial Chemis- 
try Section (Kogyo Kagaku Zasshi), Vol. 05, No. 4, pp. 568—574, 
A30-A4O. (in Japanese) 

Benzene, toluene, xylene and naphthalene were formed by the 
continuous hydrodealkylation of the methylnaphthalene fraction 
(b.p. 215° — 200° (!) from tar oil in the presence of A120„ at a 
temperature of «00° —«50° C and a hydrogen pressure of 30—50 atm. 
The methylnaphthalene fraction yielded 70.2% liquid products 
(5.0% benzene, 0.1", toluene, 38.3% naphthalene, 8.5% methyl- 
naphthalenes, and 11.6% remainder), 12.6% CH4, and 2.8% coke. 

54. ¡Sehroedei, W. ('. (l!><>2) Hydrogénation of coal. U.S. Pat. 
No. 3,030,297, pubi. 17 April 1!»02. (in English) 

A hydrogénation process for the production of predominantly single- 
ring aromatic hydrocarbons. The feature of the process is rapid 
heating of a suspension of coal particles smaller than 100 mesh. 
The coal dust, suspended in a hydrogen stream at a pressure of 
35—420 atm, is heated in less than 1 min from 300 C to 600° — 
1,000 C and kept at that temperature for less than 1 min (2 to 
20 gee). The reaction products are cooled rapidly. Ammonium 
molybdate catalyst (1%) is introduced into the coal prior to 
reaction. An example is cited in which 1)0% of the coal (C=72.12%, 
H =5.2 %), treated at 800 ( ', 420 atm, with a flow rate of 2.8 m8/h,' 
was converted into fluids comprising 30- 48 % liquids and 32 — 40 % 
gas. The gas contained 40 vol.%, C'H, and 5% C2Ha. 

55. Kanayama, H. Sh. Nakamura, M. Ogawa (1!)62) Composition of 
udex extract produced from hydrogenate of coal tar light oil, Coal 
Tar (Koru Taru), Vol. 14, No. 5, pp. 240—245. (in Japanese) 

The solvent produced from hydrogenate of light oil and extracted 
by diethyleneglycol contains 30—40% aromatica, 60-70% hydro- 
carbons of the paraffin and naphthene series and is practically free 
of olefins. ( 'hromatographie and spectral analyses show that the 
aromatica consist mainly of m- and p-xylenes, ethyltoluenes, and 
trimethylbonzenes. Higher-boiling aromatic compounds are also 
present in trace amounts. The paraffin content of the 50—100° C 
fraction was determined. 
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56. Hill, (i. ]*., L. B. Lyon (1902) A new chemical structure ïor coal, 
Industrial ami Engine,ring Ch-mistry, Vol. 54, No. 6, pp 3(5-41   (m 

English) ' v 

A new molecular model for high-volatile bituminous coal is pro- 
posed. The idea is that the yield of liquids from coal distillation 
depends mainly on the structure of the coal, particularly the func- 
tional groups, and the process used to convert the coal into liquids 
and coke. Since complete hydrogénation of coal is uneconomical 
the authors suggest that the liquid products of low temperature 
carbonization of coal be catalyticallv hydrogenated either in the 
presence of hydrogen donor materials or by the hydrocracking 
processes that Varga and Lozovoi developed for the production of 
gasoline and other liquids. 

57. Coffman,   J. A. (1962)   Corona   processing   under   study,   Chemical 
Engineering Progress, Vol. 58, No. 7, p. 15. (in English) " 

A brief report on research and development in the US in the field 
of producing synthetic liquid fuels and chemical products by hydro- 
génation of powdered coal at 200  C in the Held of an electrical 
<?orntm 

58. New  uses  for  coal  urged.   Chemical  Engine, ring  Progress  (1962) 
Vol. 58, No. 7, pp. 11-17. (in English) 

This article summarizes the papers read at a symposium   "New 
Uses for Coal Through Chemical Processing". Topics covered are- 
conversion of coal into acetylene by an electric discharge, develop- 
ment of fuels for aircraft and missiles, obtaining raw materials for 
chemical production from coal, ion-exchange resins, etc. Hydrogen 
content in coal may be increased and products of low molecular 
weight may be obtained under the effect of an electrical corona   A 
mixture of coal and oil heated to 200  C and immersed into an 
atmosphere of hydrogen, when subjected to corona action   has 
actually been converted into useful liquid products. The major 
agent was moimatomic hydrogen. The process might be adjusted 
to produce gas or stopped at an intermediate stage« where the coal 
has been converted into a  resin usable as a plastic moulding 
compound or in formulation of coatings. 

59. Murray, J V., J. D. Fales, M. A. Eccles (1962) Hydrogenous of coal 
hydrogénation products, Antral. 240,203, pubi. 17 August (in 
English) v 

The end result of coal hydrogénation is a mixture of liquid products 
J he suggestion here is to subject certain fractions of this mixture 
to hydrogenolysis without a catalyst at a temperature of 525° to 
700° C, pressure of 150-250 atm, hydrogen supply of 4-20 mole/ 
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mole, and residence time less than 15 min. The process is carried 
out continuously, for instance, in a tubular reactor consisting of 
20 coil tubes of li-mtn diameter and loo-cm3 capacity, these tubes 
being immersed in a lead bath. 

«o. Heider, M. (1962) Liquid fuels made from brown coal (Treibstoff- 
gewinnung   aus   Braunkohle)   Bdrwbs-Ökonom,    Vol.   15,   No.   8 
pp. 3X3-3SS. (in German) 

A review of the properties of liquid fuels obtained from brown coal 
by low-temperature carbonization, hydrogénation, and Fischer- 
Tropsch synthesis. 

«¡1. Nishio, A. (lutili) Catalytic desulphurization of light distillate, Japan•? 
Patent No. 13,173, pubi, (i September, (in Japanese) 

Light distillate of coal tar was placed in contact with a V,0y 
containing catalyst at ambient or lower pressure. The catalyst 
allows this pressure reduction and eliminates formation of adverse 
residues as compared with the application of H2S()4 or high-pres- 
sure hydrogénation. Example: raw benzene containing 0.0114° , 
thiophene and 0.0120",, (\S2 was passed over the catalyst (V,0,: 
:Al203=l:9) at 150 kg litre-1 h * at a temperature of 4203 C 
and a hydrogen pressure equal to the ambient pressure. This puri- 
fication removed 93",, of the thiophene and 100°,, of the CS, 
from the product. 

<»2. Klimke, }{., J. Condzik (1962) New aspects in coal-tar processing 
(Neue Gesichtspunkte der Teerverarbeitung) Freiberqer Forsch VMJS- 
heftc, A, No. 221, pp. 29—48. (in German) 

Methods for conversion of brown coal into paraffins, phenols, 
pyridine and electrode coke are described. The most efficient of 
these low-temperature hydrogénation methods are at a pressure of 
40atm,space velocity of 6kg litre * h"1, température of 330 C and 
H2 consumption of 0.55 m3/kg. A number of ideas for the most ratio- 
nal methods for complete conversion of various tars are presented. 

'¡3. Takeva, G. (1962) Studies on eoal hydrogénation process, Journal of 
the fuel fiochty of Japm (Nonryo Kyokaishi), Vol.41, No. 421, 
pp. 466-477. (in Japanese) 

Coal hydrogénation was carried out in an autoclave and in a con- 
tinuous apparatus, both in the laboratory and in pilot plants 
capable of treating 8 litres of coal paste per hour, with the aim of 
obtaining aromatic compounds. The kinetics i the process was 
studied by measuring the rate of decrease of the amount of ooal 
which was benzene-insoluble and had not reacted. Product 
compositions and yields for various coals are presented. 
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64. Egorova, 0.1., L. K. .Markov, V. I. Kasatoehkin (1963) Spectroscopic 
investigation of asphaltenes from coal hydrogénation (Spcktralnoe 

issledovanie asfaltenov gidrogenizaeii kamennykh libici) Khimiya 
i kkhnologiya toplir i masel, No. r>, pp. 31 —34. (in lîussian) 

X-ray and JR-spectra of asphaltenes obtained from the hydro- 
génation of Cherenikhovo fancy coal are reported. According to 
the spectroscopic and chemical data, hydrogénation is characterized 
as a process of thermal decomposition, in the presence of hydrogen, 
of the side radicals of a polymer, with the release of structural units 
such as asphaltene molecules. Hydrogen also helps prevent the 
re-polymerization of these structural units. 

05. Zabramnyi, 1). T., C. Nasritdinov (1903) The chemical characteristics 
and structural-group composition of soluble hydrogenates of fusain 
microcomponents (Khimichcskaya kharakteristika i strukturno 
gruppovoi sostav rastvorimykh gidrogenizatov fyuzenirovannykh 
mikrokomponentov) Izvcstiya AN SSSll, Otd. tckhn. nauk., Kner- 
getika i transport, No. 2, pp. 23S-242. (in Russian) 

The fusain macromoleeule has a mean molecular weight of 5234 
and corresponds to the empirical formula (,150H178N3S2()I7. 

66. Taits, K. M.. T. M. Bronovets, I. A. Andreeva (1903) Extraction of 
plasfic materials and binders from coals (Poluehenie plastichnykh i 
svyazuyushchikh materialov iz iskopaemykh uglei) Khimiya i felchno- 
foyiya topliv i masel, No. 2, p. 24. (in Russian) 

A moderate-temperature hydrogénation process for the preparation 
of products having valuable plastic and binding properties. 

67. Shono, Sh., M. Yamada (19(53) Catalytic hydrogénation of coal-tar 
components by molybdenum sulphide Coal Tar (Koru Paru), Vol. 15, 
No. 0, pp. 405—410. (in Japanese) 

Molybdenum sulphide is used widely in hydrogénation of coal-tar 
light oils. Good yields of benzene are obtained at temperatures 
below 250° C. Phenol, cresols and ethylphenol are reduced with a 
yield of up to 40%. The OH-group is eliminated from eyclohexane 
at 300—320° ('. When hydrogenated at a pressure of 100 atm and 
temperature of 270 C, a- and tf-naphthols convert into tetralin. 
Hydrogénation of pyridine, carbazole, and quinoline occurs at 
250 —450° (' and 100 atm. Reduction of carbazole results in 
partially hydrogenated diphenylene tetrahydrocarbazole. 

68. Tanaka, Sh., T. Matsui (1963) 1,1-Diphenylethane in coal hydrogena- 
tion products, Annual Reports of the Engineering Res-arch Institute, 
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Faculty of Eni/imrrituj, l'air» rsity of Tokyo (Sogo Shikcnsho NempoS 
Vol. 22, No. 1, pp. 1 ~> — 1 !». (¡n Japanese) 

An investigation of the  neutral oil  extracted from roa I  hydro 
genation products, revealed the presence of a compound  with a 
sharp absorption hand at   I-l.:i /<tn in the infra red spectrum.  By 
means of distillation, Inpnd chromatography, and determination 
of physical constants, this compound was identified ,i- I.I diphenvl 
ethane. Its content in the neutral oil was about A    . 

•'•!». Landa, S.. M. Irban (ÜMi.'í) Hydrogénation, chromatography and 
thcrmodiffusioii   of   electrostatically   purified   low-temperature   ter 
(Über die Hydrierung, Chromatographie und Thennod iff union des 
elektrostatisch gereinigten Tieftemperat urtcrrs) Un n»stuff Chimi*. 
Vol. 44, No. 12. pp. ¡177    .1*2. (in (¡crinan) 

The primary tar was extracted in an electrostatic tar extractor 
during low temj»eratiire carbonization in Lurgi ovens. The investi 
gat ion conn-rued auto« lave hydrogénation at Ino :t.*»o C in the 
presence of MoSL, catalyst. Kot h the primary tar and tar free 
aaphalteiies. phenols, acids and bases were tested The hydro 
genation of raw tar and introduction of \\t bewail at 2Jo C. The 
H2 flow rate Mas 4 litres per liHtg at this temperature As the 
teni|H>ratun rose to H2o C and :?5o C the H, flow increased to 
'M and 42 litres, respectively, while the phenol constituent of the 
distillate dropjM-d to ls.fi and 12s , res|K<tively About Si"., of 
the hydrogenate was gasified at temperatures not exceeding' MO  C 

70. Overholt, 1). < ., (¡. I). Koy. II. H. Warren (hMKi) liHimng of coal 
hydrogénation product CS. ¡'at. No. ¡.osi. I IS, Appi lo Autrust l«»fi«», 
pubi. 2 April líM.'l. (in Kngliah) 

One hundred parts of the hydrogenate are joined with 5n loo parts 
of an aromatic hydrocarbon and 2-5 parts of a coagulant, such 
as H2S04. The top and the bottom layers are processed separately. 

71. Sakabe, Ts., V. Ogo, R. Sassa, M. I lori«* ti al. (UHM) Muuid-phasf 
hydrogénation of MHke coal by experimental flow plani. Result» of 
runs with heavy oil recovered from product m vehicle. Journal of th> 
Chemical Society of Japin. Industrial Ciomistry Sictinn (Kogvo, 
Kagaku Zasshi),  Vol. «Ml, No, H,  pp. 735    74fi,  A4!», (in Japaner») 

Hydrogénation was performed at a pressure of .'ton at m with Bayer 
mass catalyst. Detailed data on the yield of products, material 
balances, H., consumption, sulphur balance* etc . are niveo. 

72. ACS symposia show coal still has many uses ( hns:t) lintish Chnneal 
Ent,ineirinfi, Vol. S, No. (¡, pp. 417 — 41s  (in Knglmh) 

Brief abstracts of pajiers oi. preparation of humie acida, manu 
facture of phthalie anhydride, hydrogénation of shale oil, upgrading 
iron concentrate etc. 
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T.i Letort, M . A V Hour, I' l'mn ( I«Mì») A study of coal hydrogéna- 

tion b\ »tornii- Indrojícn (Kssjii d'hydroL'ènation d'un charbon par 
l'hydrogène iit(iini(|U(>) liiilhti» d< hi Société chimique de France, 
No H    it  pp   |.,v,t    |;,!i;t  (¡i, French) 

The «tonne hydrogen uas produced by an electrical discharge actin» 
on a l'im et '.\ i» litres |HT hour of H , through a glass pipe of 2 m 

length.   The   current   \\a>   "MA;   the   voltale !>k\;   system 
pressure t>4    ii Tatui    The  resultine,   mixture of  H2 and   H, 

. which contained up to 4."» ">o , of H, was passed directly through 

' , apipe l.r)cni l(Miiralonp vvitfithesiil.stauee lindertest When coal was 
treated, the res-:ltin^uaKeonssted ofVH,. ('2H, and CO. Asimilar 

gas uas produced by vitrinite. its pyridine extract and coronelle. 
Paraffins, phenantrene and pyrene produced pis of the same com 

poni ion plus products of 'high molecular weight. After treatment. 
the solubility of vitrinite in pyridine increased from IS.S to 2!U>"„ 

and ils sinterini: ability was 2 r> times greater. Addition of about 

3 \ HfO to the H, accelerated hydrogénation and facilitated CO 
formation 

74   Huntington    M.   <;    ( IíMí3)  Continuous distillation  oí condensable 

tolnlile* IS  /',-/  A'o :U07M't. Appi, s,Inly hum, pubi. 22 October 
liMWÍ. (in Knidish) 

A  system  of coal  proci^siiii.1  that   includes low temperature car 

h.'uizalimi. hydrogénation of the volatiles and gasification of the 
char is d. •< nhed   A single vertici reactor is used for the process 

7.V Perry. H.. M \ Flliott. M lì Linden ( |w\H) Techniques for the con- 
version of coal into liquid and traseous fuels in flu» United States 

(La tecnica della conversione del carbone in combustibili fluidi negli 
Mati Cinti) Cas. \o|   l;s. \,¡. •», pp. 2*o    24s.. (in Italian) 

Coal u.isilieation and  purificati f the  »ras.   Production of eitv 

gas  of  high   calorific   value.   Hydrogasillcation.   Fischer Tropsch 
process  for  Ihpud   fuel  synthesis.   Coal   hydrogénation   and   low 
temperature distillation. 

7n Howell, .1. H., K. \\\ Doughty, I». L. Alspaugh (I!»«:*) Coal hydro- 
génation process. Austral. 'JÍS.7U, Appi. 22 October li»;-)!», pubi. 
hl October HMi.T (m Knglish) 

The process features medium temperatures and pressures in com 

bination with low space vclot ni.s. Coal particles smaller than 2 mm 
are mixed with oii to make a paste with coal content of W -70% 
by weight. Hydrogen is passeri through the paste at the rate of 
2 A h<i litre » h V In the reaction zone the pressure is 17f» -H40 atm 
and the temperature is 4!»o f,0O C. The reactor used for the 

process     »nsists of a I a rue number of horizontal or vertical pipes 
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77. Electrochemical hydrogénation of coal (ltMiS) (¿US World, Vol. 158, 
No. 4137, p. «¡DO. (in English) 

information on experimental work at the U.S. Bureau of Mines. 
Liquid fuel was produced with a relatively high hydrogen-to-carbon 
ratio by means of electrochemical hydrogénation of coal at ambient 
temperature and pressure. Ethylenediamine saturated with lithium 
chloride served both as the electrolyte and as the source of hydro- 
gen. 

7s. Sakabe, TH., V. Ogo (1003) Agitation in liquid-phase coal hydrogéna- 
tion process and its scale effect, Journal of the ('fumicai %Society of 
Japan, Industriai C/n tnistry Sui ion (Kogyo Kagaku Zasshi), Vol. Mi. 
No. 12, pp. 1N75—-INNO, Al 17. (in Japanese) 

In a continuous coaI-hydrogénation process the coal-oil paste in the 
converter was agitated by introduction of H2. in the experimental 
flow plant (converter dimensions s > loo cm), the H2 input under 
pressure was 50 litro/h. It was found that the agitation was satis- 
factory under the following conditions: pressure, 300 atm ; tern 
jM'rature, 445 4(i5 ( ' : paste feed, 0.0—0.7 kg litre l h ' ; H2: paste 
ratio, 2.0-2.4 Xm3/kg. 

70 Sakabe, Ts. (l!Mi3) High-pressure liquid-phase hydrogctiolysis of roal 
in eoiitinuous-tjpe experimental apparatus. I., CI« numi Factory 
(Kagaku Kojo), Vol. 7, No. 13, pp. 77 —SI. (in Japanese) 

Si». Sakabe, Ts. (i!¡<>3) High-pressure liquid-phase hydrogcimlysia of coal 
in continuous-type experimental apparatus. lì. ('lamicai Factory 
(Kagaku Kojo), Vol. s, No. 1, pp. 102-104. (in Japanese) 

1964 

si. Aatsobaahvili, Va. H., K. 1. Elbert, V. K. Smirnov (I1M.4) Hydro- 
cracking of pitch distillates (Gidrokreking j>ekovykh distillatovi 
Khimiya i U khnolmjiya tojtlir i musei, No. 2. pp. 5 11, (in Hussian) 

The optimum condition« were determined for hvdioeraeking pitch 
distillate mixed with an absorbent oil to obtain low and medium 
boiling hydrocarbons. Pitch distillate is ¡\ product of the oxidation 
of coa! pitch at moderate tempérât tires. 

He Hsucli i.img. Ling Li-Hu. Wan Feng (1004) Investigations on 
pressure hydrogénation of coal tar. I. Production or fuel and raw 
materials for chemical industries In liquid-phase hydrogeitation of 
Ilu-dieil-Tsti coal Chumj Kia> h , Usta h -Yuan lina fina h litt L, 
Yuny-Tnu-Sn Yam/ Tsii f>a<> Kat> Tz'u Kumj, No I, pp |,'t IN (m 

t'hinese) 

Nl» 
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53. Ho Hsuch-Lung, Ling Li-Hu, Wan Feng (l!t(¡4) Investigations on 
pressure hydrogénation of coal tar. II. Solvent influence on liquid- 
phase hydrogénation Chumj-Kuo K't Hsuth-Yww Una lismh Hn-U 
Ynntj-TuH-So Yang-Tmi Pao-Kno Tz'uKantj, No. 1, pp. 1!> -23. 
(in Chinese) 

54. He Hsueh-Lung. Ling Li-Hu, Wan Feng, Lin Cheng Vai, Tasai 
(Juan Vui, Hsun Dai l'hu (liM>4) Invcstigudoiis on pressure hydro- 
génation of coal lar. Ill, Study of major faeton affecting the process 
of liquid-phase pressure hydrogénation Chumj-Kmi K'e Hsueh-Yuan 
Hva-Ihuih Hu-Li Yany-T.su So YanyT.su Pao Kao Tz'u Kann, 
No. 1, pp. 24    30. (in Chinese) 

85. Gorin, K il!tti4) Produetion of hydrogen-enriehed fuels from coal. 
U.S. p„t. Su. 3,117,921. putii. 14 January l!»t>4. (in English) 

The suggested method of eoa 1 conversion into gasoline-type liquid 
fuel comprises the following operations: solvent extraction ; distilla 
tion of the extract to obtain a wide fraction boiling up to 4(H) C; 
partial hydrogénation of the distillate to boiling point below 325° C; 
carbonization of the residue boiling above 325 C into ash-free 
cok«' and distillate; hydrogénation of the mixt un« of carbonization 
and partial hydrogénation distillate into a hydrogen enriched 
liquid fuel. 

Hñ. Riedel. E , W Nteinlierg. (HMi4) Method for reactivation of catalysts 
for oil hydrorethiiiig (Verfahren zur Reaktivierung von Haftinations- 
katalysatoren) Uli R. ¿7 IUI (CI. 23b, I (»4 (C log)), Appi. 2« Sep 
temb<r lUHO, pubi. 15 February I!»*i4  (in (¡crinan) 

Hydruretining at ITO 220 atm of coaltar or other middle oil 
whose maximum boiling t<ni|»eratiu< lies within 320 3tH) C 
causes catalysts to lose their activity due to clouging with oily or 
tarry sub-tam-es. To reactivate the catalysts, it is suggested that the 
catalyst he heated to 32o :|KII ('and kept until it »Vcomes clean 
in the h\ «Iron-lining reactor tille«I with crini«- gasoline or light oil 
)wtiling Itelow 2on   c 

^T Mira«.. I 'IV Fiijiiin.io i Hail) Kecent progrès of coal <h«>ini*tr\. 
Pt. II. Hydrogénation of COMI and utilixation of it- products Journal 
of tin S,,r,,ty „f (infiniti- SffHthiltr 1h.nn.slry i\uki < msei Kagakil 

Kv«»kaishi). Vol   22, No   3   pp   IT"      |HS   (in Japanese) 

I his r« \ UH u| uiirkstiu (liai h  dfoy, MiàtM»ii considers the mechan 
Islli o|  the process   l(n   ei<in|uisit ioti i.|  the products obtained, and 

their application to *\nthcsis <>|  \ari<m<< oit-note compounds 

** L«t/u« I, L I Wender I! IU\ -nomi i luti!) ( HIHIVIU dchvdrogenaliotl 
«if ««»al. II. Ke\er*lhilit) of the dchydrotreuattou and reduction «if coal, 
Fm I. Vol   13, No  3. pp  22!»    233   itti Knglmh) 

Th. • eoal «as reducid itt  I In  (with lit liiuiu et h\ hue diamine and 

«l«-h\dmu«-nat«'«l at  :t 17   C with  palladium on  Cam, as eatalv t 
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and phennnthridinc UH vehicle. A vitrain of Pittsburgh coal, con- 
taining 81 .^% ( \ r>.2% H, 1.«% X, 1.3% K, 2M% ash, was alternately 
dchydrogcnatcd and reduced. It is shown that the processes of reduc- 
tion and «lehydrogoiintion of coal are reversible and that hydrogen 
added to coal by rediu Hon can be completely removed by dehydroge- 
nation. < )nthoother hand, hydrogen removed from coal by dèhydro- 
genation can be only partly restored by ivduct ion. Coal oanovidontlv 
servo as both an acceptor and a donor of hydrogen : which role pre 
dominates depends on the rank. Higher rank coals (!»«» „C) are 
excellent acceptors, while lower rank coals (83",, C) are both accep- 
tors and donors of hydrogen. 

s!>. Arich, (i., A. Cocco. L. Podda (l«.Mi4) Possibilities for utilization of 
Sulci« coal (Possibilità di utilizzazione del carbone Kiileis) Rivista dt i 
conibuHtibili, Vol. 18, No. 4, pp. 12H—13í». (in Italian) 

A description of an experimental study of partial liquefaction of 
Suleis coal by hydrogenating extraction with tetralin, resulting in 
a liquid fraction anil a residue suitable for further use as a fuel. 
In extraction tests in an autoclave, 4<> -45",, of the product was 
in liquid form. The properties of the liquefied product and the 
material balance of the proceas are presented. 

!»o. Alpert, 8. H., K. S. Johan-on, S. ('. Schuman (IIM54) Converting coal 
to mon» valuable fue IK, (% mirai Knginuriwj froynsx. Vol «o, No. ti, 
pp. 35 — 40. (in English) 

A re\iew of developments in coal hydrogénation for the preceding 
decade Economic feasibility of coal conversion into liquid fuel« 
was achieved by hydrogénation and hydrocraeking at re>sonal>le 
pressures (about KM» uno at in ) and temperatures of 4ai> Cintile 
presen««- of a catalyst in a tluidixed bed Pna-ess economy ih ana 
lywe«! for a hydrogénation plant converting ipproximately 30,IMMI 

tons ot eoal |HT day into heavy «»¡Is. 

• I. Makhonme.   I (I¡Mil) IWes* and plant for liMillalion of eoal ami 
»indiar materials <IWede>t installation de distillation du chtrboi» 
et   produits  similaires)   Fr  I íf.i.; /«,   Appi   It  June I «Mir«,   pubi 
24 July P.HÌ4   (in French) 

The iiiethiMl of distillation and h\ dionenation of roa I and snnilai 
product* COIIMMI« m hnitlliu the initial product m the prewnce of 
a molten muttnal whirl) ma\ or may not be able to «lissolvr the 
«•OH I Kxamplos of Hohrnts un- niohrn «ast iron and *il\ i-r The «lis 
solved coal is h\ dlofrnated in the usual mainar or b\ nascent 
at«.nur h\«lroy«'ii I In plant for the prongs ,> ¡, vrriual furnace 
«•«•mprisiiii/ a mnnnlor containing the  melt an.I fun ruiy *hafM«| 
pqxs   The H r pi|H« feed« roal into th«> generator, uhil«   the outer 
«»li«- nervi•* fur the evacuation  of the  risultine volatiles   Air fot 
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heating and water vapour for H , formation aro supplied through 
the bottom part ot Ihr furnace. A diagram ol the phut is included. 

!»2   Lawrence, S  .1  (|«M¡|) |>|JmMfes on con.menial corona processing 
Of coal.  Cfi> ihivnl lùnjiiiuriny   /Vo;//<.s\v,   Vol. »>(l.   No. li.   pp.  i;,     ,-,| 
(in Knirlish) 

The article projects the results of experimental work into an eeo 
nomie analysis of a plant processing lo.ooo tons » »l'eoa I dailv in a 
corona reactor. The plant produces liquid fuel and chemicals by 
hydrogénation of coal dissolved in anthracene oil. The calculations 
show that the profitability of this process is sensitive to the react ion 
efficiency. < oust met ion of a plant processing lo.nno tons of Coal 
per day is economically sound only if the energy consumption is no 
greater than 1.1 kWh per kilogram of coal. 

!«:i.   Didelius,  X.   Ji.. ,).  r   r'rawr,   M    kauahata, <'.   1)   Doyle (UHM) 

forona processimi or coal, cfnna'ml Kn^,,,,, ,uj pr<M,r<.ss, Vol. «o 
No. »'», pp. H     -II. (in Kiijiiish) 

A concentric electn-dc «piartz reactor was used for an evaluation 
of product -ature rind specific encruy consumption in corona 
processing ,,f ,.,„.' i„ a hydrogen atmosphere Powdered coal 
(.'{<> .lo mcshl vva^ packed hctu.-.-n th.- electrodes and H, wa« 
passed through the coni with a corona dcTelo|M-d in the space 
between the electrodes The remits showed that the \ield was the 
same as for thermal ,1c ompos,t ion. e.x< ,,| t|,il( tar WHS „()t nn| 

duced The electrical comJucth it\ of coal increased as it reacted 
until   it  shorted out   the electric  field   Attempts to overcome this 
problem l»y tluidization wer.- not successful More work is necessary 
in order to mercase the yield of useful products and obtain better 
measurements 

!»4   \Vielo|M>hk.   A  UHM) 4 «al a* a chemical raw material (Weuiel jako 
Slirowiee ehemieziiv)  I'tzntiysf ,(» tt»H\»>/,  \ o|   4»    No   H   ni,   44» to 

427  fin I'ohsh) ' M 

On the bas.s of a study carried out by highly developed countries, 
the future of chemical treatment of coal is forecast Attention iti 
paid to the Minn ini' problems coal hydrogénation to obtain raw 
materials and intermediates tor the chemical mdustrv and for prod 
net ion of jet fuels coal h vdn^asifoation l.-ailiiit' to a«, f,„.|a of 
hh/h calor,, \aluc oxidation ,,f coal under mild condition* and 
lo. .nation o! .>.-lie polyearl...nie acids haloyenatioi» and s„|pho,m 
lion of ,,,»|s Modem ne« s .„i the .hemical structure ot coal are 
prisent.-«I Itavi materials and the economic aspect, of the future 
intensi« de\,.|..pi„M,t of'eiir>i.H-hciiiiMtr> an- discussed 

iff» Naya i.   II     A   Akama ¡ ÌWi >  ll\ilroirciiolvM<, ami structure or Hok- 
kaido   COals,   ./..„,«,,/   ,./   Ih,    l-h,m„;,l   S,MI,t„   „f   ./„,„„     /„,/„.„,„„' 
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('fu m i.stri/ SicUon (Kogyo Kagaku Zasshi), Voi. 67. No. K, pp. 1266 
to 127o, A74. (in Ja patirti«') 

Studies of coal hydrogenolvsis ut«« continued. Taiheiyo «oal 
(().'(' 0.16, H'C -o.iMt) has a smaller eondi'nsed structure of 
fairly simple aromatic am» aliphatic unit«. It decomposes into 
low boiling animati«' and saturated hydroearb«ins, absorbing a 
stillili amount of hydrogen. 

Vubari eoal (()/(.' — o.oti, H/C o.m») j8 characteristic in its 
aliphatic structural part in the «condense«! aromatic unit structure 
which easily givi's saturated hydrocarbons besides aromatic 
hydrocarbon in high yield on hy<lrog«-nolysis, in spite of low 
\alu<> of HC for this eoal. 

It is concluded that hydr«»genolysis of eoal begins with the libera- 
tion of both tar acids an«{ saturate«! hydrocarb«ms from the eon- 
«ii'ttscd aromatic units. Taiheiyo eoal, however, is apparently 
hyrirocracked by a one-atcp rcaetion into low-boiling oik. 

!»<». S«hr«M'd«r, \V. ('., L. (¿. Stevenson, Th. G. Stephenson (1964) 
Hydrogénation of coal. V s Pat. So. :i.l.'t'J,(M:i, Appi. 21 April 11*61, 
pubi  *, October l!*64   (iti KngÜsh) 

Liquid or gaseous hydrocarbons arc produced by passing pul- 
vcri&ed coal, lignite. <»r char through tin- reactor at a temperature 
of 450 iMMi C and prcasurc of 3f> 420 atrn. A catalyst is 
appli«-«! b\ saturatiti!.' the material with o ."» to 1 , of ammonium 
tnolybdate. The residence time is 20    2oo f«*c. 

!>7. Al|HTt. S. H., K. S. J«»hanson, S. ('. Schuman (1!M14) fan eoal rom- 
pete for liquid fuel« Ì lhftfn„iul,.„, prttctusimj and PttroUum 
tofimr. Vol. 43, No II. pp Iî»;î I«#T (in Knglwh) 

During World Wat II. I'».«MM» tons of oil per «lay were produced 
in (M'tmany by eoal hydrogénation For < al which will be com 
menially utili?«-«! for th«> production of liipiid fuel», the f« ilio wing 
requirement« IIUIK* b«> met an ofieriihlc, economic coal hydro- 
g«'nation pro«*»«* trust IH* available: the coat «if the hydrogen 
nccfrtMAry t«» hy«ltog«'nate *he coal must b«> low, and a Rati« 
fa«'t«»ry differential must exist between tin- pri< c of coal and that 
of lii|tnd fuels It is considered that th««*« re«|iiiritnents will be 
met m this «h cade and that the comtiter<<iul conversion of e«tal to 
lh|iii«| fuel will b«> in «>|M»ration by |M7o A proeess for production 
of lichter li(|iiid fiu'ls from petroleum residuals will serve an pilot 
m tltedcveliiptncnt of theli«ptid fu«*| from coal pr« «•<•*« 'l'Iteformer 
prtMt-MH i?» in oiieration at a plant in Louisiana. I'NA. and will be 
repeate« I at another plant in Kuwait, «hub is to have a pro«!u««tion 
rat«« of H.tNHi tons |n-r «lay A tl«>w chart of a future plant for coal 
hvdrogi'iiatton and pr«n«'ssing of all by pr«NluetH is prewnte«!. 
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98. Lyon, L. B. ( 19(H) Liquid fuels from coal, other fossil hydrocarbons. 
Coal Ayr, Vol. 09, No. 12, pp. 7o    72, 75. (in English) 

The article describen a number of processes under development 
by different companies for commercial conversion of coal into 
liquid fuels (low-temperature carbonization and hydrogénation 
for the production of gasoline, char and coke, or hydrogénation 
in a Huidized bed with solvent extraction and hydroerneking for 
the production of liquid fuels, etc.). The application of corona 
discharge for coal conversion into liquid fuels and gas is of special 
interest. The "H-()il" process is a unique method of coal proees- 
ing in a reactor with a fiuitlized bed of a catalyst. Economic 
analyses of coal and oil shale processing are presented. 

99. Yamasaki, T. (1904) l'lant for coal hydrocracking. Ja juin. 2U,44o 
(Cl. 18C3), Appi. 24 October 1902; pubi. IS Decomber 1904. (in 
Japanese) 

100. Rao, B. S. N., K. M. Murad, lì. Yaidyesvaran, A. V. Ramaswamv, 
M. G. Krishna, and 8. H. Zaheer (1904) Diesel oil from coal tar 
Indian 80,742, Appi. 14 February 1902; pubi. 0 May 1904. (in 
English) 

Tar obtained by low-temperature carbonization of coal or lignite 
was toppe»! to 230' (' at atmospheric pressure. The distillate was 
extracted with 10",, NaOH to remove tar acids and alkali solubles, 
followed by 10",, mineral acid to remove tar bases. The neutral 
hydrocarbon oil was distilled and the fraction boiling at 200 ' to 
350' C was collected. Jt was useful as diesel oil. The diesel index 
of the fraction was increased by hydrogénation with hydroretining 
catalysts. 

101. Kawa, W., K. VV. Hiteshue ( 1904) I neon vent ioiutl methods of hydro- 
genating coal, I'nitnl Statt,H Hurt au of M im.s Information Circular 

No. 8215, Washington, DC, ííovernment Printing Office, (in 
English) 

The usual method of liquid phase coal hydrogénation at ten» 
peratures of 450 490 (' and pressures of KM» I70atm with 
heavy oil recycling is now regarded by the industry as unecono 
m i cal. New ways to improve the economy of coal hydrogénation 
processes are sought in the application of mnnutomic hydrogen, 
eleetric discharges, ultrasonic effect« etc The article review«* 
research work and patents in this tiriti. 

102. Birch, T. (;., .1. 1). Blackwood (1904) Hydrogénation of reaetive 
groups in Yallourn brown coal, Natur«, Vol 201, No 4921. pp 797 to 
79S. (in English) 

A review of a number of ;it|M«rs on hydrogénation of low rank 
coals. Some conclusions    About 40"„ of brown  coal is rapidlv 
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hydrogenated at a pressure of 40 at m and a temperature oi 
800 ('; CH 4 and water arc produced, the residuai octal underfilling 
slow hydiog« nation into <H4. The methane to water ratio is ¡i 
constant. For each mole of methane, 0.0,'i mole oi water is pro 
(lured and 2.7 moles of H2 are used. During thin process the ()_, 
content decreases from L'r>", in the original coal to I ",, in the 
residual coal, i.e. only reactive groups of the eoa I are attacked 
by hydrogénation. It is suggested that the oxygen groupings in 
brown coal are similar to those in lignin, and that only coals with 
high oxygen content will show an initial rapid hydrogénation 

103. Friedman, S., K. W. Hiteshue, M. I). Schlesinger (1004) Hydroiçena- 
tion o( New Mexico coal at short rendent e lime and high temperature, 
United Siati.s   Hurra  of Minis  Ht ¡tori  of   Iun .stitjutum  Xu.ti470. 
Washington, ]).('.. (.¡overninent Printing Office, (in English) 

The study was made in a bench-scale continuous reactor. (V>al 
was hydrogenated to yield large amounts of volatiles. The object 
was to investigate the conditions of formation of a high energy 
gas. 

1%5 

104. Fomenku, O. S., M. I). Shapiro, I. X. Kuban, L. X. Artemyeva 
(1M55) Improvement of »emieoke-oven tar hy hydrogénation at 
Bioaerate are^iir«» (riuehshenie svoiatv snioly polukoksovauiya 
uglei gidrogennr.aeiei pri srednikh davleniyakh) Àfu »neh* dayu 
t< khnnhxjn/a lit sfnihtikntikiif mizfurdtmmtn nnt/t nam fino t<klntich, 
.ski i *hornik. Xo, J. jvp IM»   !i"i (in Munsian) 

!••:».  Kridman. C. K. {100T») < hemical utiliiaUon of eoal (Putì khinuehe 
»kogo   is|M>lf.ovaniya   uglei)  Slmrtiik:   "Khimtchttifoiifu   f»nnihttko 
tojtfn", Moskva. "Nauka" (in Hussian) 

loti. Kriehko. A A , A It Vol K|mhtein (I «»or») Principal trend* und 
problem* in the im e*l¡galion* of the proeeKse* of hydrogénation of 
fuels and the product» thereof being eondtiete«! at the liMitulr for 
Ko«*!I r'liel* (Osnovnye napravleniya i ?.adaelu mtuchmkh iiwlnlo 
vaniv v oblasti gidrogcnir.acii topliv i prndtiktov ikh petrtahotki v 
Institute iroryucbikh iskopaetnykh) Slntrmk "h'futmifu i likhn<4<> 
tjifju muni I» rnuihi tkm /H-n-mlmlki tnrtimjo htfiimi", pp Jt'iT -L'Ha. 
Moskva,  "Nauka"   (in Russian) 

lo7   Hronovets. T. M.. K   M. Taits (lit(irt) HiluiuinouM and hrown euaU 
as a raw material for the preparation of futrióle and Moluble produeh 
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(Kameimye i burye ugli kak syryo diva polucheniya plavkikh i 
rastvorimykh produktov) Sbornii:: "Soroc v brifotiroranii i kokno- 
rattii i«j!<i'\ Moskva, "Nauka". (in Russian) 

108. (jiorin. E. (1005) Process for producing hydrogen-enriched hydro- 
carbonaceous produits fron» coal. CS. Pot. So. 3JSIJ01 (C1.208-s), 
pubi. IS,finit' 1005. (in English) 

Extraction is carried out by heating coal with a solvent to 
3(Hl — r»t>0 ('. The resultili«» extract undergoes catalytic hydro- 
génation. To avoid rapid deactivation of the catalyst the extract 
should be pretreated to eliminate ash by heating it with a hydro- 
carbonaceous vehicle of hydrogen to 250 —ÌÌ73 C (the tempera- 
ture mu>t lie below that of extraction). After elimination of U0"o 

of the ash. the extract and the solvent are hydrogenated in the 
liquid phase in the presence of CoO--Mo()3 Al2()3 catalyst, at a 
tempérât un« of 440 C, pressure of ¿45 at m and residence time of 
¿.S h. The yields (percentage of the raw material weight) were: 
(',-(', I ¿.5; (V, 5.2; C6 - 32.5 — 80.«. The solvent used 
was a mixture of the hydrogenate fractions boiling at 2<>0 -325 C 
and 325     425   C taken in equal amounts. 

H»0 Gorin. E(1005) Method for producine hydrogen -enriched liquid 
fuels from coal. Antral. Pot. So. 2~)S.!C> (CI. 2o 2. 20.H (ClOg. 
(10b)) pubi. 24 March 1005  (in En-ílish) 

A coking coal was extracted at 350 (' by decalin (220 kg per 
loo kg of coal) The yield of the extract was 23",,, the solid residue 
was 75" of roa I weight Precipitation of the extract was per 
formed wit li n 1M wane. The solid residía1 was carbonized at 
tTit C Hydrogénation of the liquid fraction« yielded a liquid 
distillate boiling below 3til» C: Their mass constituted ¿3.2 to 
25 H of the mass of dry. ash free coal. H2 consumption was in 
the range 5.25    5.00",,. 

Ilo Hawk ('. O. and R. W Hiteshue (UW5) Hydrogénation of coal in 
the batch autoclave. I mini StaU,* Hurtan of Mivts fiulhtin No. 622, 
Washington, IM', (in English) 

Results of exjNrimental research in eoaI hydrogénation by a 
dry" method without a solvent are presented The experiment* 

were carried out in « rotating autoclave of 12 litre volume. Th* 
»•fleets of initial pressures of 70 2H0atm, temperature* of 
too ano (\ many different catalysts, and other factors were 
investigated For the sake of comparison some tests were made 
with a solvent present Pittsburgh and Wyoming coals with a 
high content <d volatiles were tested It is noten that naphthenato* 
of M<i, \i. Sn. Ke, Co, Zn and Cu show high »ctivity In exiwri 
ments at  500" C and 525 atm the presence of 0.1 ",, (metal eon 
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tent) of these catalysts caused an 80% conversión of coal while 
heing heated to the above temperature. Molybdenum naphthenute 
provided 90% conversion when 0.01 "„ of Mo was present. 

111. Sakabe, Ts., V. Ogo, H. Nassa, N. Norie, V. Kanbayashi, ¡Sh. Taka 
hashi, M.Suzuki (lii«>r>) High-pressure liquid-phase hydrogénation 
of coal by experimental How plant, lüsources lùmurch  ln*tilut<>. 
Ht port y a. 67. (in Japanese) 

The plant is designed to hydrogenate 50—80 kg of eoal per day 
at a pressure of 700 atm. Miike coal mixed with 2.5",, of Bayer 
mass catalyst was fed at 300 atm into the first and second eon 
verters in succession wherein the temperatures were 445° C and 
465 (1, respectively. The paste feedrate was 0.(5-0.7 kg litre Jh '. 
H2: paste ratio was 1.0 — 2.3 Nms/kg. The results (percentage of 
the dry, ash-free coal) were: liquefaction, 96—97; yield of middle 
oil and gasoline, 60—62; gasification, 27 — 30; H2 consumption, 
6—8. Agitation of the paste has a pronounced effect on the results. 

112. Ishii, T., Y. Maekawa, T. Gen (1965) Reaction kinetics of coal 
hydrogénation under high pressure, Chemical Engitu ering of Jajmn 
(Kagaku Kogaku), Vol. 29, No. 12, pp. 988-995. (in Japanese) 

Autoclave hydrogénation of coal and brown coal (ash content 
47.8 and 43.6%, carbon content — 75.5 and 84.0%, respectively) 
was carried out at pressures of 210—230 atm and tempérât ores of 
300 —450 ('. The process rate was measured by controlling the 
yields of the residue insoluble in benzene, gag, oil and asphaltenes 
After 35-40 min at approximately 450UC, eoal con\ersion 
reached 92 94",,. The determination of these characteristics for 
various residence times and temperatures made it possible to 
calculate the values of the reaction rate constants It was found 
that the eoal hydrogénation consisted of two steps. The rate of 
reaction in the Iirst step was high and that in the second step 
was much lower Both steps could be ex prettied as Iirst order 
reactions with resj>eet to the coal remaining The first step o| 
hydrogénation yielded asphaltenes, which were then hvdrntrcu 
ated in a single step this was proved by experimental h\drogena 
tion of asphaltenes. The activation energies of the tirsi and -.com I 
stages of brown coal hydrogénation were < «pial to I» 0 and 16 '! 
(without a solvent 10.4), respectively, that of asphalt« IM•«. 
25.9 kcal 

113. Boxer. A F. IV Payen (1965) Mild hydrogénation of coal«, and 
anal) MS of the hydrocarbons obtained, (Hydrogénation tin nauec de 
charbons et analyse de« hydrocarbures obtenus) tinlhtm »/< lu 

Sixit'h rfiimif/'ii <li  t'ntncr, No   lo   pp   J7l»5     J77n  (m Fi. IMIIî 

<'atal\tic (MoS.) hydrogénation of two type«, of low rank coal 

dispersed on t'lass cloth was performed by »low healing to «_'o   (' 
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in a H, How under pressure. The distillato products were entrained 
a* soon as they formed to avoid excessive degradation of them 
J he hydrogen was recirculated, and volatile products were con- 
densed. A How chart of the plant is presented. The authors suc- 
ceeded ,n converting almost 90% of vitrinite and exinite into 
water and volatile products. An analysis of the products revealed 
hydrocarbons   whose   aliphatic   chains   were   long   or   sli.ditlv 
branched   Hydrocarbons were represented bv normal  pa raffi ria 
up to ( 38 «it mainly fron, Clt to Vn, slightly branched isoparaflins 
and  partly   hydrogenated   aromatic  compounds.   The  research 
showed that the coals studied were composed of structural unita 
with two to four condensed rings. 

114, Mosely, F   Ü. Patterson (1965) The rapid high-temperature hydro- 
genation of coal chars. Part 1. Hydrogen pressures up to 100 atmos- 
pneres, Journal of the Institute of Fuel, Vol. 38, No. 288, pp  13-23 
(in hnghsh) l v 

The  coal  char was prepared from  non-caking  coals  (volatile 
matter - 35.38-; ash - 3.04»„) by heating for three hours in 
nitrogen to  700° 0.  The  char  contained  90 15<-   C    1 «W u 
4-5",, volatiles, and 4.40»,, ash. '      "    '     '      "    ' 

The experiments were performed in a tube at a hydrogen pressure 

of 80- »S   htre/h. Twelve grams of the material was introduced 
as o0-J00-mesh powder. It was established that the initial rate 
of hydrogénation is very large but rapidly decavs to a steady low 
value.  Ihe hydrogénation gases comprise CH4, C2H6) and CO 
Ihe decay of the rate of hydrogénation was independent of the 
extent of carbon gasification; it depended only on time and 
temperature. The rate of CH4 formation was directly proportional 
to the H2 pressure over the whole range of hydrogénation times. 

115. ïabt„^H. Nagai (19(55) Method of coal-paste preparation, 
Japan. 1,248 (Cl. 18C3), pubi. 23 January 1965. (in Japanese) 

Coal paste>for hydrocracking was prepared by mixing pulverized 
coa with heavy oil m the ratio of 2:8 for lignite and 1.5:8 5 for 
coal.  Ihe mixture is heated to 250°-350°C or '>r>0°-375°C 
respectively. For instance, 21 kg of coal of 5% humidity, confin- 
ing more than 80% of particles of 200 mesh, are mixed with 80 kg 
of coa fraction 260°-360° C. The mixture is heated in an auto 
clave to 350° C under H, or N8. Heating takes 6-7 h, and the 
residence t,me is 1 h. After that the mixture is cooled to 50° C 
and 98.5 kg of product is released. By adding 54.2 kg of dry lignite' 
to it, a paste with coal-to-heavy-oil ratio of 2:3 is formed 

U6* Sn £"/• A- Ma80od> A- V   Ramaswamy, R. Vaidyeswaran 
(1965) Medium-pressure hydrogénation of neutral oil fractions of 
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low-temperature tar into diesel »il (Mitteldruckhydrierung von 
Ticftemj>eraturteer-NYH;tralölfraktionen zu Dieselöl) Iinnmtoff- 
Chemu, Vol. 4*5, No. 11, pp. 3f>r>-3">H. (in German) 

Tar from lowteni|>eratwre carbonization was hydrogenated in a 
commercial plant at 300 — 4">0 ( ', 70—lOOatm, and space 
velocity of tar of o.'J — I .o h ' in the presence of a commercial 
catalyst (tungsten and nickel sulphides). Reaction rates, yields 
and product profxities are presented. The final product had a 
diesel index of 4*—"><>. 

117. Jenny, K. J. (liMSô) llydrocracking of tars and other high-molecular- 
weight hydrocarbons, U.S. Pat. So. 3,200,061 (CI. 208-58), pubi, 
lo August ÜMW. (in English) 

A process of gasoline production from high-molecular-weight 
compounds poor in hydrogen (coals, heavy sulphurized crude 
oils etc.) is described. The process is carried out in the presence of 
a H containing gas in the fluidized bed of fine particles of char 
or coal whose temperature is maintained by their partial combus- 
tion and by heat exchange with hot products of the reaction. If 
the raw material is solid (e.g., coal), it must be pulverized and 
mixed with a solvent (preferably, a product of the process) prior 
to being fed into the reactor. 

1966 

118. Fumich, (Í. (lmjtt) Office of coal research continues liquid extraction 
projects, Journal of Petrol tun Technology, Vol. 18, No. 8, pp. 939 to 
943. (in English) 

The Office of Coal Research awards contracts for fundamental 
investigations in coal technology. This article by its Director 
reviews various projects under development for coal conversion 
into city gas and gasoline. The Consol project (Consolidated Coal 
Company) calls for dissolution of coal in a liquid product, filtering 
and catalytic hydrocracking of the filtrate. The distillate is sub- 
sequently processed by standard techniques of petroleum refining. 
The variant of the process under development by Hydrocarbon 
Research, Inc., is a method for converting 80% of coal into liquid 
products by catalytic processing in a fluidized bed in the presence 
of H2. Again, the liquid product is refined by standard methods. 
Project Seacoke (Atlantic Richfield Co.) is a combination of 
fluidized coking and burning of a line-grain coke. Project COED, 
undertaken  by  FMC Corp., involves the  multistage fluidized 



pyrolysis of ••oal. The .esultiti-: «-liar is burned and the h,|IIM| 
product used lor L'umiline production Thi* ,„,,«, ss WiH te^d 
in I!HM on a pilot plani with a feed capa, itv of I ton .lay ,,f « oal 

11». Aleimarakis, (;. (hiitii) Investigation« in chemical (eel HN().   fr^ 
et Huinufiictun*. No. Hit», (in French) 

The article describes the major trends in the »turile« of chemical 
processing of coal, including high rate pyrolysis. coal hvrirogena 
tion without a solvent, tar analysis and tar processing'methods 

120. Turanska, 1). (I960) New investigations in coal liquefaction (Nowsse 
badamiiandiipxyniiianiemwegla)rA<-m,-*, Vol. li» No 4 np i»7 to 
129. (in Polish) If.   -   i 

A review of recent work in the USA on hydrogénation of coal 
m an electric corona or ai> electric arc. 

Iti. Vishnoi, D. M. (i960) On produ.tion of liquid fiel from coal in 
India, Metals and Mineral* Review, Vol. 5, No. 8. pp 10-13 (in 
English) 

The author thinks it necessary for India to develop home industry 
for liquid fuel production from coal. The most probable technology 
is considered to be coal gasification, gas refining and application of 
the Fischer-Tropsch method for liquid fuel production. 

122. Lherm (1966) Conversion of solid fossil fuel« into hydrocarbons 
Journal Tichn. Petrol,, Vol. 21, No. 239. (in French) 

Brief data are presented on recent activities in various countries 
in the area of conversion of coals and shales into li,,uid fuels 
city gas and chemicals. 

123. Sakabe, Ts„ M   Horie, V. Ogo. R. Sanaa. Sh. Takahashi, V   Kanba 
yashi ( 1966) Production of cual chemicals bv Ihe combination of high 
pressure   liquid   phase   hydrogénation    with   hvdro-dealkylation 
Resource Ri*,arch Institute. Rn»>rts. No. (IH. 44 "pp. (in .Japan«*) 

Studies on   the  production of aromatic   chemicals   from   coal 
by means of hydrogénation and hydro dealkvlation have been 
carried out by the Resources Research  Institute (Japan) sime 
1956. The yields of Miike coal hydrogénation bv an ex priment a I 
flow plant are presented. An analysis of C,   V, phenols in the 
hydrogenate shows the following components (percentage of the 
mass of dry, ash free coal): phenol, 0.98; o cresol, o io   „, cresol 
0.99; /,-cresol, 0.32; o-ethylphenol, 0.0ft;  m   and /»ethvlphenol' 
0.65; 2,3-xylenol, o.»r>; 2,4   and 2,5 xvlenol, o i'6   i? .1 xvleno|' 
0.03;  3,4-xylenol,   «>.0|;  3,5 xylenol,  oli,   Dealkvlat.on  of the 
neutral oil  boiling  below  300 C was carried  out with (V.O.- 
• K2().Al2Oa catalyst at 30 atm, 500  C and 5K0  <\ space velocity 
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'»I  u;, kc.   '  h   '.   and  liv<iroU|.|.   feed   n.o|<-  ratio  «,f   ]<>  |    The 
yield ..I tin- ,|,.»|k\ luti' was Tii 4 mol,.    „ j|s composition (mole  "„) 
»M-iiiu   a*   follows     IM-II/|.||,..    7.;,.   1«,|„« Me.    117;   xylene,    ir.ii 
iia|ihthnl«-ri>-.  .'IT ...  iiielhylnaphthalcne.   IT.  »inoren«-,   .'4 

l-'t    llormii, M    I.   Kan -hi«-1 litiiii) Th.. l««htioloi?v of enal and petroleum 
h><hwii»tioii   (Zur   ÏWI„„,|n«r„.   der   Kohle-   und   ÖlhvdrierumM 
( h mu •/„,,,„„ ,„•  •/'„•/,„,*. Vol   IfK. N„   M,,;, 2«^-2«!N  (,ii (¡«mían) 

I II»' artici«' niliiiiiiMiinrili.v   \1 ,«»l,,.,,,  I»...,. ,,.,i r   ..:   ....  i  • i    • 

the fichi of hn/h-pressurc   hyiIr«»«oimtioii of coal and tar and 
thermal pm<f'MHÌitK of ixtroleum 

I2.V Hiintiiiffton.  M.  <;   (ut«») <¿ua,friphasc low-presaiirp m H hod for 
partili   liquefaction   of  ro»l,    f S   Pat. Xo. V;J47 M»   (<'|   >OH 8) 
puhl  h» April lîMHi. (in KngliHh) ' " 

A nintiniiouM procès» of thermal t mit nient of coal in rleacribed 
After pulvérisât ion the crude «-oui enters a vertical reactor com 
prwiiiK a serie* of presumed ^asti^ht chambers. Dried and 
preheated «»al is fed into the distillitation chamber where 
primary volatili* are separated to l»e hydrocracked. reformed, 
ami dealkylnted xitmiltaneoiMly. Hot hydrogen at high preasure 
»erven m heat carrier The ehar pro«ltieed i* separated from tin- 
gase* and transferred into the oxidation chamber Her«- it is 
heated to partial combustion After that, the heated ehar makes 
eontaet with ("H, and deeom|nmes it into (' and H, The resulting 
hydrogen is pansini into the distillation ehamb..r. while the char 
if* returned to tin- oxidation ehamber 

I2»i Hellwig, K ( K S JohauMon. (V A .l.ihnaon. S ( Schuman (1 ilHH) 
Wiiki* HtfuM fuel* from «.,ml. H^h^nhm /W,«««,/ „mi P>1rd,,,,» 
H<fi»,r. Vol i.-i. No. f>. pp. IÜ.-I it$<» (jn Kturiixh) 

'I he process «lesignate«! aa H < oal for the conversion of coal 
into «¿asoline ami furnmr oil by hydrogénation and progressive 

treatment of the hydrogenute by px'troleum pro«v«s¡n¡¿ teehniipies 
IN dew-rilled The process has b ..„ testini on a eont immusì v 
operatmg reactor with a capacity of 7 II» ku «lav of coal. Since 
HHHi. test» have liecn hi Id i m a filant processing :< tons of coal 
|»er «lav A commercial plant is to be construct«««! to start opera- 
tion by lü7o Kconoinic summaries for three versions of the pr«i 
cess »re presented A ,>|iUit yielding I.V1MNI m»o» L'MHolme |M-r «lav 
ha» ¡« paxoiit period «>l (i    7 years 

1-7   Cochran.  \   V   i lumi) «HMM»liiie   rroiii Voal.   /W.../o,./.* ,,, th,   ///,. 
w«MA .I/*»,*,/ h,«t,t,<l,   No 74. |*|»  Ml      v.\  (in KiiLdiNh» 

Flow charts ami economa  data are presented f.ir project M of «»oal 
con\«-"Mion into «/»s«»line and other product*   proi.-ds which  an- 
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heilig developed by IS companies on contracta with the Office 
of Coal Research. The COKI), H-Coal and Consol methods are 
discussed. In the COKI) project, coal is processed by multistage 
pyrolysis yielding high-calorific-value gas, H2 for ammonia syn- 
thesis, crude oil tor further hydrogénation and char. The over all 
scheme for the H Coal project is coal hydrogénation, processing 
of the liquid product by hydrogénation and conversion of the 
solid residue into char. In Consol, solvent extraction of coal is 
effected under hydrogen pressure; the extract is separated from 
the solid residue and hydrogenated, while the residue is car- 
bonized. The latter project is the most advanced in development. 

128. Sakabe, Ts., R. Sassa, M. H urie (liHiO) Production of chemical raw 
materials from coal by the combination of high-pressure liquid- 
phase hydrogénation with hydro-dealkylation. Journal of th< Chemical 
Society of Japan, Industriai Cht misti y Stetion (Kogyo Kagaku 
Zasshi), Vol.0!), Xo. 0, pp. losó —1000, AOL (in Japanese) 

The article contains the results of hydro-dealkylation of neutral 
oil and high-boiling acidic oil extracted from the middle oil and 
gasoline, which arc the main products of liquid phase hydrogéna- 
tion of Miike coal. Hydro-dealkylation of the neutral oil was 
carried out with Cr2()3-K20-AL()3 catalyst at 30 at m and 
500 — Ö80 ('. The yield of chemicals from dry, ash-free coal 
were: benzene, 1.0",,, toluene, 3.0",,; xylene and ethylbenzene, 
4.0°,,: naphthalene, 13.3",,; gaseous hydrocarbons, 44.0",,. As 
for the thermal hydro-dealkylation of the acidic oil based or» the 
Wells and Lond methods, the yield of phenol and cresol were not 
so high as compared with those proposed by Donath. 

129. Zielke, C. W., lî. T. Struck, d.M. Kvans. Ch. 1». Constanza, L\ (¡orín 
(1!»00) Molten zinc halide catalyst for hydrocracking coal extract 
and coal, Industriai and Ernjin* t rintj Chnnistry, I'ntctss Ihsiyn and 

Dertlopmtnt, Vol. à. No. 2, pp. lôS -104. (in Knglish) 
Zinc chloride and extract oí Pittsburgh coal, produced by dis- 
solving the coal in tetralin after 4~> min of residenci« at 3H0 C, 
were used in the experiments. The extract represented 53",, of 
the coal. I'nextracted coal was removed in a pressure filter at 
2(M> ('. A 300-ml shaking autoclave served for the study of eon 
ditions of hydroeracking and their effect on the product yield. 
The amount of coal conversion was 44.1",, at 42.Ì C, 3ooatm, 
residence time I hour, and catalyst material ratio of 0.02. Hydro- 
gen consumption was 4.13",,. 
When coal was hydrogenated in the presence of ZnCl, at 3H5 (', 
140 atm, residence time I h, and catalyst material ratio of 3.5,, 
the conversion and hydrogen consumption were 74.2",, and 8.7",,, 
re«j>eetively. Data are presented on the effect«« of tempe.ature, 
pressure, catalyst quantity and other factors. 
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130. Perry, K. ('., Ch. A. Albright (It»««) Catalytic hydrogénation of 
carbonized coal vapors, I'.S. Vat. No. 3,2'iJ,4Hfi, pubi. 25 January 
lim«, (in English) 

A method is proposed for the stabilization (illiquid* produced by 
low-temperature coal carbonization by their catalytic hydro 
genation prior to condensation. Finely around coal is mixed with 
Ha at a pressure of 20« atm, fimi the resulting susjKMision is 
directed to a carbonization zone at a tem|>erature of 450 —(¡(Ml C, 
where the suspension is kept in a rluidized bed. The mixture of 
tar and gas is passed over a hydrogénation catalyst in a different 
zone at a temperature of 400 ' — 475 (' and a pressure of 15 to 
200 atm, after which it is condensed. The catalyst contains 
0.5% Ni, 1.0", Co und H.3"„ Mo, the rest being Al2(),. Before use, 
the catalyst is reduced in a flow of H2 at 350-400 C, pressure 
1 atm, and residence time 4—12 h. Coal coking in the tiuidized 
bed is prevented either by an addition of non-coking coal of the 
lignite ty|>e or by pre oxidation. The fluidizing gas is heated to 
400 (..' before it is mixed with the coal. The process is recom- 
mended for production of tar rich in low-boiling phenols. 

131. Mirza, A., M. A. Masood, M. M. Mallikarjunan, H. Vaidyeswaran 
i liofili) Catalytic hydrogénation of  low-temperature tar fractions, 
Chi nitral A<j* of India, Vol. 17, No. 3, pp. 240-245. (in English) 

Fractions of neutral oil of low temperature coal tar boiling in the 
range loo -32o C were hydrogenated to obtain fractions with 
boiling ranges above 150 C or 20*> ('. The object was to find the 
conditions of maximum yield of lighter fractions. Tic apparatus 
was a flow-by reactor of 2-litre volume, half filled with the com 
mereiai catalyst (WS, » NiS AI,Os). The best quality of the 
product was obtained at 3S0 (', loo atm, and spa e velocity of 
2h_1. Properties of the hydrogenates are presented. 

132 Hao, M. .1 , M t¡. Krishna (It»««) Hydroerafking of neutral low- 
temperature tar frictions Chrmiral Age of India, Vol. 17, No. 3, 
pp. 233-230. (in English) 

The object of the investigation was to determine the conditions 
of gawd i ne production from fractions 210 350 (' (tf neutral oil 
of low-tcnifterature tar produced in the Lurgi plant («50 ('). The 
experiments wert1 carried out in a l-m length reactor with an 
internal diameter of 12 mm. The temj>eratuit» were 400 — 500' (', 
pressures 30 -70 atm, and space velocities 1 h ' The maximum 
yields of hydrogenate fractions up to 210 C «ere obtained at 
500 C and amounted to (in volume "„): 24.7 for AI,Ot f Si()t 

catalyst; 20.3 for Cot» ) MoO, on AltOa » NiO, catalyst; 20.0 for 
Nú« on Al,(>, } Sit), catalyst. They contained 30.0, 30.5 and 
3M.4"U aromatica, respectively. 
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133. Svajgl, 0.(1966) roiitriliution to the studios on pressure hydro- 
génation of tar distillates (Pfispevek ko studili tlakové hydrogenaee 
dehtovych distilatu) Ch'niiiclcy prûmyM, Vol. 16, No. 4, pp. 20«) — ¿14. 
(in Czech) 

Conditions for the selective elimination of nitrogen bases from 
coal tar distillate without hydrogénation of aromatic hydro- 
carbons were studied. A tar fraction boiling in the range 91' to 
295 ( ' was used in the experiments. It contained 40 % (by volume) 
phenols, and bases equivalent to 3,919 mg XH, per litre. The 
hydrocarbons included ("„) 34.5 aroniatics, 45.7 olefins, and 19.8 
saturated hydrocarbons. A series of experiments was carried out 
with a 1:2 mixture of this fraction and the diesel-oil fraction of 
Romashkino crude oil. Various catalysts containing Mo, W, Co, 
and Ni on AlgOj were tested. The influence of temperature in ae 
range 360°-440° C on the base elimination ratio and the com- 
position of the hvdrogenate, at pressures of 100—150 and 320 atm 
and space velocities of 0.7 — 1.25 kg litre1 h1 was investigated. 

1967 

134. Coal gain» favour as new source for liquid fuels, (1967) Oil and Oas 
Journal, Vol. 65, No. 51, pp. 41 — 44. (in English) 

Coal has taken the lead over shale oil as a supplementary source 
of hydrocarbon energy in the US. In 3 —5 years present difficulties 
should be eliminated; favourable economics may be 10—15 years 
away. Coal product yields are about 3 bbl/ton compared to 
35 gal/ton for shale. Disposal of waste shale is a problem, whereas 
two thirds of the coal is converted to liquids and the remaining 
one third is char which can be used as fuel or in H2 manufacture 

135. Rao, B. 8. N. (1967) Recent trends in some aspects of coal processing, 
Non-fuel uses of coal, Petroleum and Hydrocarbons, Vol. 2, No. 1, 
pp. 5-12; No. 3, pp. 99-102 (Appendix to "Chemical Age of 
India", Vol. 18, Nos. 4 and 10). (in English) 

The articles review research work conducted in the USA on non- 
fuel uses of coal. These projects are aimed at coal conversion into 
gasoline, liquid fuel, and gas of high calorific value. Plasma 
processing of coal and irradiation with a flash of high intensity 
light are included. 

136. Morley, R.J. (1967) Coal and ehemieals, Mining Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineer, Vol.48, No. 561, pp. 141-145. (in English) 

A review of chemical products obtained from coal by carboniza- 
tion, hydrogénation and other treatment. 
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137. Groborz, J. (l!Mi7) Work in progress in the United States on new 
methods of coal processing (Prace badawcze w tttanaeh Zjednoczu- 
nych nad nowymi metodami przerobki wegla) Proble my mjnbzy 
organicznej, Vol. 13, No. 8, pp. 489- -510. (in Czech) 

A review containing a description of projects for coal conversion 
into liquid fuels and gas. 

138. Zawada, E. (1907) Reappearance of coal as a chemical raw material 
(Wiegiel jako suro« ice chemiezny znow na widovvni) Przemyxl 
Ltuiniczny, Vol. 4u, No. 3, pp. i i 7 — i ¿o. (in (zech) 

To illustrate the new interest in coal UH a raw material, this review 
describes the non-fuel uses of coal under development in the US. 
These projects call for hydrogénation, gasification and solvent 
extraction of coal. 

139. Project Gasoline in final development stage (19(57) Chemical ami 
Engineering Nnes, Vol. 45, No. 25, pp. 96-98, 102, 104. (in English) 

The state of gasoline-from-coal projects under study by various 
US companies on contracts from the Office of Coal Research. 
At this time, Project Gasoline was at an advanced state of 
testing at a pilot plant. Projects COED, H-Coal, and Seacoke 
were being tested at research facilities. Flow charts and brief 
descriptions of the four projects are included. 

140. Bond, 11. L., L. G. C. Dryden (1907) Saleable products from solvent 
extraction of coal, British Chemical Engineering, Vol. 12, No. 5, 
pp. 731-73«. (in English) 
A review of developments in coal utilization by solvent extraction 

for the period of 1955—1956. Possibilities of coal conversion into 
liquid fuels, chemical products, and ash-free concentrate for 
electrode coals are discussed. 

141. Big synthetic oil industry seen vital (1967) Oil and Gas Journal, 
Vol. 65, No. 10, p. 69. (in English) 

In 1980 the US will produce 11.5 million barrels of natural oil 
per day. That same year the demand will be 17 million bbl/day. 
The reserves-to-production ratio will drop from today's 17:1 to 
0.5:1 by that time. It is supposed in this connexion that, by 1980 
the US industry will produce large amounts of synthetic oil. 
Tar sands, shale and coal are suggested as sources for synthetic 
oil production. 

142. Cochran, N. P., G.I.Staber (1967) Progress in producing useful 
hydrocarbons from coal. Journal of Petroleum Technology, Vol. 1!), 
No. 10, pp. 1345-1350. (in English) 

A review of processes under development in the US for coal con- 
version into pipeline-quality gas and liquid fuels, such as gasoline 
or fuel oil. Flow charts for the processes and approximate estimates 
of product costs are given. 
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J4:<   ('<><"''«'>•  X. I\(l%7)  Finding flTsn  IIS(,M for (.ml   Ntw Sci(ntiHt 

\ol. 34. XO. .VI2. pp. ni    2i:>. (¡n Knglish) 

Flow charts, brief descriptions and economic calculations are 
given lor new coal processing methods These processes were 
developed by individual I'S companies <.n contracts from the 
Ottice ot Coal Research. The processes for li<,uid fuel production 
and a number of versions of fuel gas production that combine 
solvent extinction with hydrogénation are discussed. 

144. Schuman. S <\ lì  H   Wölk, M. ('. Chervcnak (ÜICT) Hvün^uiOion 
of coal,   / .S. Pat. A'„. :ì,:ì2I,M:ì (CI. 2OK |n),  pilh|. 23 May   1!»«7 
(in Engl.sh) 

A metiiod of coal hydrogénation in a tluidized hod of a catalyst is 
described. Bituminous Illinois Xo. (5 coal pulverised to 270 nuih 
was hydrugenated at a pressure of lull- 2oo ntm and temperature 
of 2'. <>- ( '. Alumina, cobalt and molybdenum served as the catalyst 
Hydrogen consumption equalled 2>> m3/kg of «ml. More than 80"o 

of the coal was converted into liquid and gaseous products the 
yield of liquids boiling below mv C being in excess of f><M> litres 
por ton of coal. The amount of coal that could be processed was 
300-500 kg por nii,j(. metre 0ftn|i factor volume. 

145. Coal liquefariion project« underway, lwhpnd, nt P.tmlntm Monthly 
1007, No. 3, p. 31. (in English) 

A brief review of three methods being developed in the US for 
production of liquid fuels from coal. The projects are low-tern 
perature carbonization   (('OKI», solvent  extraction  with   mild 
hydrogénation  ((¡asoline), and catalytic hvdrogenation of coal 
(H-Coal) 

146. €0E1> coal-lo-enide |»r«ees* moves into pilot-plant st***, oil mut 
Gas Journal, 1!>07, Vol. «ir». No. 44, pp. 140-141. (in Kngiish) 

The COKI) process has been developed In KMC Corp under eon 
tract with the CS Oftiee of Coal H «search* It involves step-by step 
pyrolysis of coal in a fluidiced bed and further processing of the 
liquid  product«. The  method  was tested on  a unit   processing 
.>okg/h. A pilot capable of 10 tons of coal jjer day is to be con- 
structed.  Liquid products are supplemented with gas of high 
calorific value, hydrogen for ammonia synthesis, and char. 

The process development  unit yielded the following product« 
(weight^percentage of dry coal): char, 54.3: oil, 23.0; gas,  15.0; 
water,  7.0. The gag comprised (volume iiereentace)   CO    »2 I 
H„ ftl.0;('H4> IìO.ìM'.H,,«.«,. 

147. Oil from eoal, CoUnry Knginnriny, 1ÎMJ7, Vol. 44, No 5>5   n»   4>« 
to 42«. (in Knglish) 'H 

A pilot plant in ( 'resap, West Virginia (US), capa, le of converting 
L5 tons of coal per day into liquid fuel is described. 
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148   (iasoline-from-cnal produced on pilot plani, Oil „ml <„,* Journnl 
HH.7. Vol. or>, \u. «¡, i» 12:1. (in Knglish) 

A plant capable of converting ¿» 25 tons of coal into approxi 
matcly In,,,» of gasoline daily was built and be«an operating in 
Cresap. The construction ufa plant is planned win. h will process 
lo.(MM)-3o,noo tons.,» c,,a| into -»so , .«on m> ..I ' risolini-p,-r «lay. 
The yield of gasoline approaches 4NO litres per ton of coal The 
two stage Consol project H the basic pr.M-.-wi of the plant .Tin- plant 
employ s  ion men. 

14«. foal's entrance into gasoline market set at .1 vr. Coal A,,, t  1 u<i7 
Vol. 72, No. il, pp. IMI   js. (in Knglish) 

The Consol process of  gasoline production  from coal is  »>eing 
devclu|x>d in the I'S at a pilot plant at Cresap, West Virginia. 
The process involves thermal  dissolution of mal in  heavy oil 
separation of the extract from  coal  residue,  low temperature 
carbonization of the extract and distillation to sparate the light 
products, hydrogénation of the residue, and hvdrogenate prows 
sing by petrochemical methods. A selective solvent is used ; the 
hydrogénation   catalyst   is  nickel molybdenum  on   AltOs,   The 
plant, which cost S22Ô million and operates on Pittsburgh <*>al, 
will have an output of 22!) million barrels of gasoline per year 
It consumes 25,000 tons of eoal per day. The annual operating 
cost« amount ta $73.4 million, which includes $31.4 million for 
the eoal and $10 o million for the eatalvst and ci,, inie-ds    The 
operating income «piala $131.1 million, including $H»I I million 
for the gasoline and $3o.o million for by-products. 

150. Kddinger. It. T, S K I teed. (10«7) COKI) research aim* at «II. 
gas and ehar from roal, c,M¡ A,,,. Vol 72, No l pP 00 »•» (jn 
Knglish) 

The COKI) project, in development sin«'«" I!»n2 by the V\H ( «>rp 
under a contract with the I'S Office of Coal It ¿search, provides 
for complete conversion of coal into liquid 'nel. fuel oil and 
electricity. In I »Mi,1» the process was tested on a .V» kg h develop 
ment unit A pilot plant is to hv const net cri in hti>7, and l!»72 will 
see the start of a commercial plant capable of a throughput of 
3.5 million tons of coal j>er year The yield from one ton of 
Illinois No ti eoal is «lo kg of char, 2 lo litres of crude oil, and 
13« m3 of gas, or, alternatively, fitto kg of ehar, 2«o litres of oil 
and 2S0 m

s of H2. 

151. Pilot plant for gasoline production from coal in the I.H., <>,/ (tml 
(la* Journal, l!Mi7, Vol, HT», No. 23. (in Knglish) 

A pilot plant for eoal to gasoline conversion was put into snrvice 
in Crtsap, West Virginia, in May 1MI7 The cost of the plant WHH 

$3.5 million    The estimated cost of gasoline is in the range of 
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'•"'•">• «"II,  W.,  L. Stevenson,  i).   |,   KI.H-I.IHT    II.    V    P 

Solvation pro,,, r«r ear»,o„„,eouV >•    JZl   nr 

Solvent extraction is u.sod to „Main l„W-,u|, and low-sulphur lu,| 
om fos.1 sohd fuels - (;ual au,i Inown eoal, Ugnite ' 

ground fuel ,„ „nxed with a solvent j„ ratios^in,       • 
to 4. J. Ihe paste obtained is heatod to .570 - âoo   C and |M , 

Ä AT ,fw a gnx'n **"" ot •- -¿d -! 
dissolution, lhen the solvent is separated from the solid residue 
mu returned to the run. A highly aromatized produet o. ti ed 
S ?*"(

18rd » "*Y°<*- The product boihng in'the Ï "e 

to 0.3. i or the initial run an anthracene oil is used. For -eater 
efficiency the H2 pressure is kept above 35 atm. fe 

156. Curran, G   P., R. T. Struck, E. Uorin (19U7) Mechanism o> the 

"r rX ^^VnE^sl^^" '* ^<•  Vol. 0, 
To study solvent extraction of coal, a coal containing 14.0 % ash 
70.210   carbon   and 4.00% hydrogen was uged   A f^0•' 

Tu al it I/ T"200 lneSh gmin 8ÌZ°) *»d tetrali» was he ed m a 1-litre autoclave at 440 C for about 1 h. Solvent extraction 
o coal m the presence of the hydrogen donor is found to^ 
via free radicals.  Irrespective of donor ori•   *u„ • 
ajno^tof hydrogen transferred l^.^J^ASì 
of the extracts was ,n the range of 400-1500. The kinetic of 

Ltrb7;h:zeTded to %first-°rder reacti°n »»* ~ %£ lu  , S of rupture of a covalent bond. Two eomnonents 
with diflerent thermal stabilities were determined        TÏ 

38 1"«, a,CtlVatÌOn Ìn COal CO,1Verai0n V•• -re 30.0 and 
38.2 kcal/niolc, respectively, and in hydrogen-transfer r "te 
process they were 40.0 and 45.5 kcal/mole. A deliri lì 
equation for estimating the rate of the process is sagged 

157. 

2968 
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G- Sklyar' Yu- B- ï>tyunnikov (1968) Prepara- 
on of phenols and aromatics from coal, by directed Iiydroge ,Si 
Poluchenie „ uglei fenolov i aromatiche* kh Hoca^eni^Sdom 

skaya pererahotka uglei, Kiev, (in Russian) 
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15s.  lînmovcts.  I. .M.. E. M. Tails ( I «Mix) Itescnrch on (lie properties or 
Ion •nuik ««»ill and the products resulting Iront its mihi Imlroírenalioii 
Issledoxaiiie s\oistv nul«! nizkoi stadii mctamorlizma i |>i-t»«liikt«*\ 

ikh    gidro^mzacii    v    iiivai-kikli    usloviyakh)    l\hu,n!fa    Tr, „l.ujo 
To/ihni. NM. fi. pp. ;{    |_\ (m liiissian) 

,;¡IS l,)i'ls were hydrogenatcd in a I litre rotan autoclave »hailed 
with 2ui.g of coal (.articles • ; o.25 mm in .size. The process 
conditions were the follow ino : temperature 'Asa :t<io < , rvsi 

deuce time at the linai tcmper.itlire 1.11 2.5 hours, initial II, 
pressure ."»."» so at in. Alter the treatment the coals caked well 
and became benzene soluble; the sulphur and nitrogen content 
was reduced. Benzene extracts can be used in the synthesis of 
phenol type tars. 

I.V.). Coal  in  1ÍKS0 Collón/ Kmjiimrintj,   IÎMJ8,  Vol. 4."»,  Xu. 52!»,  p. so. 
(in English) 

According to the European Economie (.'oinmunih the likely 
energy consumption in Europe up to lOso would he as follows: 
Jn the Common Market countries there will b<> a gradual adoption 
of a cheap energy policy as a result of cheap import from outside 
Europe. In the I'nited Kingdom, coal will remain the main source 
of energy, but (»il. natural gas and atomic energy will increase 
their shares of the market. Klsewhere in Western Kurope there 
will be a trend towards cheap energy, eg', hydro-power and cheap 
imports of oil. In Eastern Europe, a steady development of all 
sources of energy seems likely, with coal, however, fallinsr behind 
oil. 

160. Walter, L. (liMKs) Petroleum products from coal, Collum Cuanhan, 
Vol. 210, No. 5074, pp. is«)-hu», (in English) 

The article discusses the problem of furthcoming application of 
coal as raw material for production of synthetic petroleum and 
petr.deum   prod nets.   A  review   of eoa ì-con version  projects   i> 
presented. 

101. Mirza, A., Mrs., M. A. Masood, M. M. Mallikarjunan. lì. Vaidycswa- 
ran (l!Mks) Studies on hydrogénation or low-temperature tar products. 
JlydroreflniiiK of neutral oil. Part 1., ('/„mirai A<j, of I „dm, Vol. I!», 
No. 4, Petrol and Ilt/drorarboHs, \ o|. :{, X„. l, pp. 13-17.'(in Eng- 
lish) 

The hydrorefining of neutral oil (fraction boiling at l'on - 305 (•) 
obtained from a non caking coal was studied in a laboratory 
plant at 350 -450 ( ', under a pressure of 25 - lo«i atni and with a 
space velocity of feeding of 0.2-2.0 h ». The stock to-hvoWni 
ratio was 1:500 and the Co-Mo-Ala<>3 catalyst was used. The 
studies were also carried out in a pilot plant "ut 340C, 50 at m 
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and space velocity of 1.0 h ', with a recycle iras-to fresh -hydrogen 
ratio ofH0:2n. The decrees of dcsulphnrization and deazoti/ation 
amounted to 77 and ".:*",., respectively. When the tempérât lire 
of the process was increased to Mio (', the conversion level of the 
stock decreased, and at 4"»n   <' the catalyst lost its activity. 

I«:!. Kddingcr. I!. T.. L. I). Friedman (lltliS) Hydrogénation oT low- 
fciiipcrntiirc «*osiI furs using iodine as catalyst, Ftot, Vol. 47, X... I, 
pp. H2o   ¡L'i. (in Kniilish) 

To improve the technological properties of low temperature coal 
tars, hydrogénation of the tars was carried ont in the presence of 
I,. The mixture was heated at 430'-" (' for 2 hours under H2 at a 
pressure of 210 ¡it m. with airitation. The hydroizonate was"'.»»!",, 
liquid. The sulphur content of the tar was reduced from o.T to 
0.14 ",,. Abitui sii",, of the hydrogenate hoiled below 3f>0 ('. The 
naphthalene fraction amounted to 20".'.. Iodine was found to he 
a more active catalyst than < o    Mo or Xi — \V. 

H',3. .ïaekh. \\ (lOfis) Hydrogénation of coal (Die Hydrierung von Kohle) 
KwniH m»/l Tn-ft».. Vol. 2». Xo. 7, pp. 21 S 22<>. (in (Jerman) 
The history and current state of the coal hydrogénation problem 
are reviewed. The ccono nies of gasoline production by coal 
hydrogénation is examined: Ihe conclusion is that the process is 
economically unfavourable. 

Hit Tender. Sz. (llMis) The present state and trend •? coal hydrogénation 
research (Aktualny stan i kierunki hadan nad uwodornieniem 
wegla) Window, ynrn.. Vol. 10. Xo. 7 K, pp. 223 221» (in Polish) 
Investigations on coal hydrogénation carried out in ihe IS are 
discussed. The purpose of these investigation* is p. obtain 
gasoline, n high energy fuel for jet propulsion engines. and 
aromatic hydrocarbons To reduce the hydrogen consumption in 
all the processes, the coal is not liquefied completely 

I««. Tender. S*. (I!WK) Some trends of new research method* oî coal 
processing in the IS and their prospect. fw Poland rNiekt »r, kie 
runke hadan nad howymi metodnmi    ntemhki iveiîla  «  st,m,»<h 
Zjcdnoc-7.cnvrh A. i |ien<|M>ktvwv dia Pohkiì Htm/mmf  ,»,!,„   ,   „.,., 
Vol  t«. Xo H. pp. :>...«. (i„ polish) 

I fio Olpinski. W M Ihnatowie* (lofi*) Prudaetion of Hq*tM fuel* from 
coal in the IS (Oti-zymywnnie paliw plvnnveh r «çtl« w <tHn.»t 
Zjedhec7onyeh AH Przttft <f>rn . Vol 24, Xo II pp ,vi*t Mo 
(in Polish) 

This is the report of a Polish delega turn that \ i*it«*d fh>   l's m 
lWlM. A Consolidation Coal Cornpanv pilot pinot í«»r the pr*«lur 
tion of liquid fuel, tnainlv irasoline, I»v the method ..f incomplete 
coal   hydrogénation  is  deaeri hed    It* cnpai it\   i*   » ton h   The 
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greatest difficulties arc in the separation of the „„reacted r(.sl(in(> 

troni the extract on the drum tutor at IVju  (  and In ltm    \ 1» It 
filter is „ow boina developed. Tin- HvumearlM.n li,.«,,,,., '<•„,„ 
pany has carried ont hydrogénation of coal suspensi», - ,„ od IM 

'I fl"1iVStMl
I,

C"î:ll>;Rt n'artor in ^ !>'«"» «iti, a ,apa,,tv of ;» ,„„ 
day.  I he KM(   ( orporation is developing a 4 staue limdr/.ed bed 
process with count >i current pyrolysis of the «•„.-,|   \s ,-,  result 
liquid produets and coke of hid, calorific value will l.e obtained* 

•Toh J G I) Cï Nieklin (lOitK) Thf production »f li,,,,«! fllHs r„MII 

«»al m Onlr«! Queensland, ./. In*t*. En.,r*,A,,Li v..' ,!, 
No. 10—] l, pp ^»r>3- _>;-,!',. (i,, KiisrliHh) 

Possibilities of ìiq.irì fuel production fron, Queensland eoal a,,, 
discussed. I wo methods are presented : the Fischer Tronsch 
synthes,s and direct hydrogénation. Data on the operation of the 
Sasol ( ompany plant (South Africa) were compared with the 
results ot testing the  H Coal process the process of din' t 
hydro<renatio11ofcoalinapasteat 400  -50o ('and 100    >onatm 
I he latter procer was found to he more economical. 

•*' Seïr u- H' V" M   *    (Wpnftk- K   S- Joh.uiwn, H. H. Stotlcr 
R. H. Wölk (1008) < ouvert coal to liquid ftHs with H-coal, f%M 
¿"9*9. Pmgr..   Sympos. Ser.,   Vol. iU.   No. HR,   ,,,,.««_, ,:|     (ill 
hnsrhsh) ' 

Test results on the continuo.» catalytic hydrogénation of coal 
lor liquid fuel production at moderate pressure in a special food- 
hrond. reactor The testing was carried out hv Hvdrooarbon 
-eareh, Inc. in 1005 -1fW7 in pilot plants «ith capacities of 

1. koday and :\ to», day. For linai data it was planned to build 
a plant with a rapacity of 2.10 ton day. The process was supposed 
to he comme,cal./.ed in 1070. Coal is ground am, mixed with oil 
to form a paste, which i8 then fed into the reactor. The vield of 
product, from Illinois No. A coal is (wHpht      )   V  A:  ,,-,HOS 

NH : !l:»;;Íl¡;mHnr,S- 7,0; ooal •d"<> l»> H.S. water, and 
AH,, 14.0. Ihc conversion rate of the coal is HH.3 , Hvdroeen is 
produced by steam conversion of natural pas. The economie* of 
the procesa for plants with various capacities «re given. 

liniert  T       "'" NrK ß:i:i- m w-'" • w*shi• 
This bulletin mntains a ««view of investigation« on hvnWenation 
of coal »no tar carried out in the I'M and other countries There 
are never, chapters, each with extensive biblioimmhv The 
economies of the proce«, and the latest invest ¡cat ions on Indro- 
»n«»mB coal into a rich „a* and liquid fuel are discussed in 
ditali. 
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' 7o   t-mlniun-, ,1   V íHHíH) Solvent extraction of some Australian roaU. 
Muh   muir hi m   Knifri'i   Trous   I n*tn   Enifr*    | usimi s Vol   »   \,,    ' 
pp   IT.'l    isn mi KnrlÎHh) 

111*' thermal dissolution of iiinl« of various rank in anthracene 
oil is studied in detail with tfir aim of producing „„ ashless ,.,lf,| 
extract, ailed Coalex. The latt.r can he used to make e|e< frode- 
for Mliimmmm extraction tuctalluryical coke, carbon Itlm-k <-1< 
Inder optimum conditions a I 4 mixture of •<» UHI mesi, eon I 
and anthracene oil I .oiling above 33o1 (' W!m char-red into a 
4-Hrc vibratine autoclave ami heated to :5'M> pio ( (f ,, 

hydio-«n pressure of lito atm. The expriment* .how,.I that 
acrili anthracite was not suitable for this process Coal and brown 
«•osiI yielded .Mi To extract and .»«» insoluble rendue the 

hydrogen consumption was .V ., and th» dfgree of solvent 
regeneration was mi'-,. The clean coal obtained was a hrittl- 
vitreous product like solid pitch and contained n.l n ;{ ash 

on the dry basis. .'14 .IH"., volatile matter on the combustible 
matter basis, KO    u;»      carbon, and 4.« -f».2      bvdrogen 

171.  Hloom«,    W. .1.  S    W    Martin  (limn) Coal solvation  with  non- 
hydrogenated suivent in the aJ**enee of added hydrogen, t'.s. h,t 
So. :¡,:¡7S/¡:¡S ((I.L'UHH);   Appi IM January   Iftrtf».  pubi ->:\   April 
lUfis. (i„ Knirlinh) 

A method is described for obtaining solution» of practically ash 
tree carbonaceous matter from coals and brown coals eipiallv 
with fusain and mineral substance Coal (less than KM» mesh) 
is mixed with a highly aromatized solvent boiling above :u<> to 
450 C in the ratio of I 2 to I :t The mixture in heated at Mr» 
to 4â:» C and 1~ s atm unii! the complete decomposition of the 
coal re suits in a suspension of fusain and mineral substance in 
the solvent. Then the solution is cooled to 200° 370 (' and the 
suspended solid fraction ¡* separated. 

i960 

172 Val, ('., L del Jose (l»tit») falal.vtie refinement under pressure or H 

light oil of coal tar consistine mñ\n\y 0j ^mt>M (Retino catalitico 
bajo presión del aceita ligero del ahniitran »le hulla) Ion, \01. 2o. 
No. 2Ä3. pp 47!»    4S4. (in Spanish) 

In order to produce high octane motor fuel, relinement is per- 
forme<l at a temj>erature of :»2n c and pressure of .'$K atm of 
hydrogen containing gas (coke-oven am or city gas)  The vichi 
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«»^'/•'fim-d Pn,lu,t is '.8'    whatever the init.al mat^r.al   The 
»" '";•"  '"'M,"«-t «-"""»* "o s„l,,h.,r or sulphur ,,„„,, , itII(| 

H« -t-onal :l,st,ll.,,„,n „f th, Mined product prov.les ,,„„lni,,.isl, 
;»<><l".«s of -, ,„„,ty unattainable l,y sulphuric acid ,,,„„,„„ Th«. 

.«•lm«l pr,Klu, « ,on,a„,s 1M„re xvl(.ll(. and (. „   f, ; 

I'/ "»'I»»»»"-««-«! r,.in,n,,.„t. To obtain oheoMoâllv pur, p',,,,1 
«•«."«.,„.. »lume and Vvlone), tho partial prosure ,f H 
maintained at Is aim * 

»«••»• AP,K-I H. R.. |. Wonder and H. I). MHIor (l»6n) Dissimilar behaviour 
»r earl.on monoxide plus wafer and of hydrogen in hvlW„«Z 

H Decomber 1 SMîîI. (in Kitplish) 

The authors demonstrate the feasibility of usinu « mixture of 
carbon monox.de and water for hydrogen a tin, coal t v 'I [ f ¡ 
f wlneh  can  be  converted to  -nore  volatilo fuels bv' k own 
^nio.ues.   In  autoclave experiments at   3,r> atm ami .W  t" 

400  ( . „.„version of hirnite Mas nearlv !>•,«    although tho eo„ 
versum o  the organic part of bitumimi eoal did, o "Ä• 
nvost,gat,ons showed that when (CO ,«.<» wnt4 llsw| a    ,¿     ¿ ". 

the reaefon was complete in In nun. whereas with hv«n£   , KII 

>»M»,<onvers,on takes p]aoeinthistinw ..(• arbo n monoxide and 
a cr effectively soluhilize low rank eoal because: (1) ae   va 

Mrogen is formed ; {i) earbon monoxide is able to el ¿J   -, ai 
vpes  of  bond,  or  inhibit  condensation   reactions  that 

benzene-insoluble materials. •       ' 

Mild  hydrogénation  of a  number  of pure  eomnound«  ¡„   »I 
presence of earbon monoxide, water and Z^Z w« s „lieÏ 
I he ease of conversion of cellulose and Cucóse to benzene 
products w.th carbon monoxide and water n^Z^^ 

i:.»r^ras those derived f• -^hydrateiti:;i 

174. Mukhorjee D. K., J. K. Sama, S. K. Mukherjoo P B Chowdhnrv 

ofllll*, hï"i,M») B«W of reaction variable* on hyZelmZi 
of feragol«, (Assam) eoa!, .V>,»W,,m on CWr«fr J^Stf /r„» 
< »ni Dhanbad, India, 0 to 8 December lOflii. (in Enghsh) 

In the hydrogénation of Assam coals, the consumption of hvdro 
Ren dependa most strongly on tho reaction tempo 1« 
r«. «e exam.ned, tho authors observed a linear rise i „Ton ve s o,! 

:, T,fXto(t ;,°7Tent T m,otion «•-" - Cd z 
iL"    f S  i!   I"',n th° POftl °°"M h° rcm°ved. Tho produo- 

From the conversion data (hydrogen consumption, gas formation, 

j. 
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hydrogen enrichment of tin- h.,,,,,1 ,.„„Iuris, Nl,|,¡ .,, distillate 
bo.lm, Mw.-eii L'INI (and »IH. r and ||„- amount „| ^n,,,-;,,,.. 
.M tin- «li>tillat«-| ti.,- .UIUI.MN deduce that at J.,«» at,,, rra.-i,.,,, 
pressure. H,.- inu.t favourable temperature ra.^e l..r l,\dm... ,.-, 

t»»> •« I'M. I*. ( Inder these ,..,„,|,t,n„.H II,.- Ñ.MMÍ.- U,| 
distillate yi.-l.i i.s iiiiixiiiiin... 'IV |,,s> „| (,ir|Hl|, ,,, _a , |s „,m|(, 

what liiifht-r at temperature« above loo ( but tin* ,, ,-.,.,,p, n-.ovd 
by increased con urn ,| tli«o,uHmr(,,m|M)(|(.h(   lll(,,,.as),j V),.|(j 

«i''»'"WI«'»M».lii.vdUl.llHtrH^,iitHiMHiuhiKlKTa..,,,l,,,ts,,r,.lturat,..s 
and decreased resideuc- time. 

175.  Hiteshue,   1!.   VV.  W.   Kawa   and  C.  ().   Hawk   il'itt.bu,   h <-IMI| 
Research Center, Pennsylvania. I s A) (I'.MKi) Low pressure Indro- 
^nation or ».««I in a rontinuous pilot plant. Sympai,,», „w ( % ¡„¡ml* 
and Oil from Coal, Dhanbad. India, ti f> 8 December liMHi   (in Vm 
lish) '* 

Highly volatile bituminous coals were hydrogenated at 4«r> ( 
13« Htm and at a «pace velocity of !» ^11,/h. The following 
cata ysU were us«-d: molybdenum (n.l-n.f, <(l) Uii<l iron ( I -> , 
Ine total conversion of coal was !M>"... The vield of distillate oil 
ooih.ig below 3iT, (' was .-.«"„. The heavy oil produced was just 
sult.e.ent loi the paste preparation. A large „actor volume was 
used in the plant, but the rosi of the reactor is a minor item. 

17«. Alnkh«.rj«.   1). K., 1\ Samuel and A. Lahiri (Huü.) On the kiiu-ths 
of coal hydrogen»!ion, Sym^sin,,, „n <%,,<«•„!« and Oil /,•„„, r„„/ 
Dhanbad, India, i»~s December l!»t*!>. (in English) 

The authors re analyse two sets of data obtained  by  the US 
Bureau of Mines on the  hydrogénation of Hock  Spring and 
rittHburtth coals. They conclude that hydrogénation  reactions 
cannot be represented by an elementary mechanism. Thev point 
out that the data are better interpreted if the correction factor 
for   benzene  insolubles   is   not   included.   The   negative   values 
obtained in certain cases if this correction is taken"into account 
suggest that the correction dots not have adequate validity   The 
observed change in order from a lower to a higher value, resulting 
in a decrease m rate as the reaction progresses, is interpreted as 
the result of an internally generated interference in the system 
e.g. opposing reactions that result in the formal ion of benzene 
insoluble« or other components that resist hvdroiieiiittion. The 
over all hydrogénation reuet ion consists of a' series of parallel 
und    consecutive   reactions    like    pyrolvsis,   depo! vmerizat ion 
hydrogénation,  hydrogenolysis.   dehydrogenation.   condensation 
etc. Deluding on the reaction conditions and concentration of 
the rendants, one or more of these reactions inav predominate 
and thus determine the end result. 
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I-.  Jiruhiiuifhari. ti. ti.. M. lì. .Salm, I». K (Wdhury and A. K  (Jaii- 
gidi (l!Mü.) futulytii- hydiugenalioii ol I<i<r-!cmperatur<> lar iraHions 
Symposium o„ C/anurah and (),l from Coal. Dhanbud, india   )¡ to 
S Decomber I «luí», (in English) 

The structural chants that take place during the hydrogénation 
oí a (.»on _;{;,(» (•) fraction on a molybdenum sulphide catalyst 
are described. The experiments were conducted in a iT)U cm3 con 
tin nous bench .scale unit at lo.iatm and at various tem|>oratures 
and liouid space velocities. Data (»n carbon distribution and ring 
analysis are given. 

The hydrogenated product did not contain any oletinic hydro- 
carbons and showed an inerease in the parai mie carbon at the 
expense of the aromatic carbon, the naphthenic carbon content 
remaining more or less at the same level, it is inferred that the 
conversion of aromatic to paraffinic carbons takes place via the 
format Jon of naphthenes. 

The smoke point of the kerosene fraction was below 20 mm and 
therefore did not conform to LSI (Indian Standards Institution) 
spécification«. The diesel fraction, however, had a diesel index 
of more than 4f» and could be used as high-speed fuel. 

178. Minsa, A   U. A. Masood, M. M. Mallikarjunan and H. Vaidveswaran 
(Regional Research Laboratory, Hyderabad, India) ( 1900)'IWibil- 
¡ties of producing middle distillates from low-temperature tar frac- 
fous  òympoaiNtH on Ch micah and Oil from Caul, Dhanbad, India 

b to 8 December 1969. (¡n English) 

Hydrogénation of a neutral oil fraction (200-300° C) of low- 
temperature tar was carried out in a GO-cm» bench-scale unit as 
well as m al-litre pilot plant using two types of commercial 
catalysts: cobalt molybdate on alumina, and tungsten sulphide- 
nickel sulphide on alumina. 

1. Using cobalt molybdate on alumina for hydrorcfining, about 
Oö /0 and 40<;„ 0f sulphur and nitrogen, respectively, could be 
removed Although the aromatic content could not be brought 
down sufficiently, the product conformed to grade II diesel as 
per Ibi specifications. 

2. With tungsten sulphide-nickel sulphide on alumina and at a 
space velocity of 0.2-0.3, both hydrorcfining and saturation 
could be accomplished. The aromatics could be reduced to less 
tnan 2U yu. 

3 In the two-stage operation a product with a smoke point of 
22 mm could be obtained at unit space velocities for both ope- 
rations by first hydrorcfining with cobalt molybdate and subse- 
quently subjecting the product to hydrogénation in a second 
stage with tungsten sulphide-nickel sulphide catalyst 
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4. Recycling of tail gases helped to maintain H2S concentrations 
in the gas, thus advantageously keeping the catalyst in sulphide 
form. 

5. The hydrogen consumption was estimated to be 170 m»'ton 
and 150 m3/ton respectively for the 1st and 2nd stages of opera- 
tion. 

0. The use of the tungsten sulphide-nickel sulphide catalyst in 
two stages was found to he more effective than in a single sta«'e 
operation. n 

M »-paria, N. P. and 8. Sarkar (Indian Institute of Technology 
Bombay, India) (Hi«») Studies on low-temperature eoal-tar hydro- 
génation. Pt. 1. Hydrogénation of neutral middle distillates in a 
continuous bench scale unit, Symposium on Chemicals and Oil from 
Coal, Dhanbad, India, fi to 8 December 19«9. (in English) 

The paper deals with the hydrogénation of neutral oil fractions 
boiling in the range of 20<i -350 C to produce diesel oil. With a 
commercial cobalt molybdenum on alumina catalyst (3x3 mm) 
under the optimum conditions of 400° C, 100 kg/cm» and 0.5 liquid 
space velocity, the yield of the desired product (200°-350° C) 
was 08.«%. At lower temperatures the degree of hydrogénation 
was lower, while higher temperatures resulted in excessive 
cracking. Better results were obtained at lower space velocities 
The cetane number of the product was 35.5 and the smoke point 
was 13 mm, which satisfies the LSI specifications for diesel oil 
and kerosene. 

180. Mukhcrjee, I). K., J. K. Sama, P. B. Chowdhury and A. Lahiri (1969) 
Hydrogénation of coal with iron catalysts, Symposium on Chemicals 
and (hi from Coal, Dhanbad, India, 6 to 8 December 1969 (in 
English) * v 

The object here was to develop inexpensive iron-based catalysts 
having activities for coal hydrogénation matehing those of tin 
and molybdenum catalysts. Iron oxide is more active in combina- 
tion with sulphur. At 400 V and 100 atm the conversion, yield 
and quality of products were comparable to that of the molyb- 
denum catalyst. Although the concentration of iron catalyst is 
higher (nearly 3.7 times that of molybdenum) it is believed to 
be within practical and economic limits. 

Under the conditions of hydrogénation, the most stable form of 
iron in the presence of hydrogen and hydrogen sulphide is ferrous 
sulphid«. The catalytic activity of iron increases with increasing 
S/Fe ratio or H2S partial pressure. 

181.  Hill, <i. R. and S. A. Qader (Fuels Engineering Department, Uni- 
versity of Utah, USA) (1909) Liquefaction of Itali coals. Symposium 
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on t'fa mirai* <IH<I (>,l fmm (W   Dhaiilutd. IIMIIH   ii !.. H | », ,, ,„»„., 
II»«!», (m F.ngliah) 

l'h«' conversion of «..¿ils to h<|<.i<! fui« ,_ re»|M-rtm<|\   S »       •», 
and  sj       by  pyrolyaia. mihi-iit  extraction  (I|„|   hv.ir.HM H    Ih« 
coal hydrotfciiation proeew i*, the it«.>t prouii»iut:   Ih«  um  nkí. 
turns demonstrate   ehe fcaaihility of   prod un uy  uatoim.    ,.  t»„ 
main product, with dieacl oil  ! tn^h H II   «,t* ,i~ tin   (,r»,„ !f,rt¡ 
byproduct«, by   the hydrogénation of dry. imprest»!. <l • -tí my 
cimi» in an entrained l>ed type ot reactor "lo mXlWl HgtíÍ,,mert,i¡o,, 
coke IM mixed with the coal feed   Heat mnilta were obtained «» 
515  C, l.'itiatm, an«! with I ft     Sn( I, catalyst 

181. Develotte, J , M Marza, P. Payen (üMü») Hyirofeiiatmri t»f .«.»I me 
it* ferivativ*i. Comparative «turfy »f mo4H miMiimi i I Nidation 
ménagée par hytlrogenation du charbon et «le m** dérive*   Ktwlc 
comparative de substances nmdèìes) Htilt ,SV rktm  f'mm,,, No  l 
pp. 341-34K (in French) 

Hydrogénation of coal, coal tar and individuai aulmUm«* wan 
carried out at 340-430 C and under an H, pmwuiv of 2<N> bar 
with MoS, catalyst. Investigation of the hydrogenat«i »howed 
that the structural unit« of coal consisted of polycyrlie aromatic 
hydrocarbon«, among which there were pyrene structure* and 
tome structures containing fl-7 cycle« In low and high tern 
peratur* taw 0,,-C^J pnlyeyelic condensed hy droearlam» were 
found. 

18$. Hauaigk. I)   (J Kölling. F Ziegler (lì»«») Th* di»»olutioii »f hit limin- 
oti* roal in («•trahyarouuinnliru'. Parti (U.*ii von Steinkohle in 
T#trahydri»ehinolin II.) Br^niutoff Chvmù , Vol. fto, No l, pp H    I | 
(in (i«»rman) 

When H yoiinir coal («.ort mm) with organic commutent containing 
40.*v•„  volatile*,   NI :t   ,  earlmn,  4 Hl    ,  hydmgvn  ami   Inn 
oxygen was heated in a rotary autoclave with So jwtrt* of 1,2,3,4 — 
tetrahydroijtiinoline at .'UM) (for I     Mi h. the yield of the extract 
fftO"„ of which ¡* pyridine aoluble) amounted to !M> „ The dimoiti 
tion  of the »f»al  wat« accompanied   by  hydrogenolvNiM  at  the 
expense of hydrogen donor with a low* of 40 «   , of the oxvgeu a« 
water Similar result* were obtainefl with a coal containing 3ft 4 
volatile»   !M»     of ita extract was pyridine soluble  The molecular 
weight of the extract waa ft!»3, implying that the extract <H>n«tÌMt* 
of hi   and tri cyclic aroi . •,<• compound» bonded with aliphatic 
or hydro aromatic bridg«*. 

IH4,  Dent. F .1 . H II Thompson, Il  L Conway (Themas Coum-il) < luiiu) 
Hydrogénation of coal lo givi« tnHhane-eontainitig ga<*e*.   Hntuh 
Pair nt   \u U.U,.VJ2   <C| CftK.   c lob).   Appi H   October   limit 
pubi   4 June I1MMI. 5 pp  (m Kltgliah) 
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Hvdr^.i.at,.»,, ofcak.ny mal tu pro,!«.» c ( H , n'iitaiiiin.r „an «a« 
earned o,,t In „,tr.,d„c,ng „ |„M. ,,,,„„,, ,,,,,,, ,,„„ J( cirn,,îl(mi; 

NUHIIMHI IM«I of non .«kin« material at «;oo      t.(NNi  C, pi. |, labl\ 

Mu- in.-tli.Hi ni m»r..«lu.mU th.- roui int.. ti.«  fluidi/..-.! l„,| H,,I\, , 
the ptol.i,.,,, „f h.-HtmU M  and eliminale» ,-«k,.,u and allumera 
ti..n    M... fu,.   gruned «..„„„kl- obtained  ,,, ,|„. ,,riM.,.M; 1H ||s,.fj 
h»r ln.lr.ty. ii production 

1» Kader, s A. i; H Hill (I1NMI) HynlhHI^ liquid fuH from mal 
<N>ntbetiM>hea OJ »„M Kohi.) tirfnn«t»lf(h,nm, Vol f,o .\„ « 
|»  t*i7 <m (itrrimn) 

lì«- mtult» ..t hydrogen.it mg high volutile eo*| from  KIöK and 
high temperature coke Ht « premure of u» atm «»ver ammonium 
molyhdatc. tin chloride and une chloride catalvat« are given   l'h** 
eatal>*t uaed for hydro refining of the liquid fuel obtained ««on 
Uimil H     eohalt uxidf and 12-., molybdenum oxide on ALO. 
1 h. c*Ul> ut f.*r hydroeraeking couaiated of H „ Ni.s and I i>     W.K 
on StOt ALO, * 

Experiment*, on low temperature earbonixation and on therm«! 
and catalytic hydrogénation weft» carried out in a Mitre ri tiratiti v 
autoclave A reactor of «»-mm diameter wm uaed in the exper, 
ment* on hydrogenating pulveriaed coal The experime. t* on 
hydrurefirimg and hydr, .cracking of the liquid produit were 
conducted tn a eontintnma reactor The reactor was 1.0 m in height 
ami It» mm in diameter 

The experiment* ahowed that the application of ammonium 
molybdate imreued the yield of liquid product, and decreaaed 
the yield »< gwl where** the application of tin and Eí.H chloride« 
decreased the ywW of liquid producta and m Termed the vield of 

The hydrogénation of a liquid phase hydrogenate ». a typical 
lalmmt.»rv reactor yielded 3»«,, ^»1^, with w, 1M.U||(. m|||lg 

of   MO   Ä„d   4!l   „   d,cs,|   fuel   of  máe%   ft2    ^ hv<|rtM.mrk||lM 

reault«^ in 7«»,, gasoline of Hi octal» »ud 12».. dkwl f„e| of 
index .V» 

im   rViedmaii. L  |>, |<  T  Kddinger (liNNi) H >«rncr ,,..„>„ „f «ml tar. 
I- s   hthmt   Su :i,m,W!.   («I208 40   «• Md.   t   |.M      ,,,„, 
ÍH November IIMMt. pubi  I July imiti  <m Kuglt«h) 

The pn.ee»» ia conducted iti a Ihm of «i, cqu,„»o|rt, iiiiuure ..t H 
and HI m the |>re*ene# of I» catalyaf at 7o    -|o rtfm rtlllJ :{1„   ,,; 
4MO  (    Kur example, an aut.ielave |M charged «uh M«t L- -.f 4 |uW 

te»i|N.rature coal  tar, obtained durum  pvruh HIN II, a  Muidtaett 
»^al. and 2 g of .Mblimat««! I,   The initial ,»**»„*. „f ||   , n, 
ga* ia 21.*. atm  Ih,, autoclave in rapidly heated t.» KHI  r for It hr 
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stages of the products. h   process.,: a 

The refinery production is li*.,.*,,, bbl;d.y „f liquid „„*,„<.,„. 

1970 

Fourth...     i     V       extraction or hydrogénation was studied 

hydrogénation of a sub-bituminous on„l «;n, 1Iuemail> ,or the 

containing ,«.«..„ carbon 5.•XZi:l°T;'' ""'"'*'"''"' 
» rotating autoclave. The eonuitionTof th„ "     Vg• '" 
«ai chante Ino« „v    „fr of the «Pmnient« were: 
.>r~.,,•T]„   .     /      "   f fem>U" lon "W.vst, initial hydrogen 
|.r«.ure 14«. afn, ..-murature of 440' (• „,„i|,,ai„,,l for 8 hr 
I he coal-conversion rate, which increased with increase in ..... 

ki   Í ° "","i*" •  The  """"'«" "f »he expriment, 

J.--,. ... be „„„,. effective ,„ the ,i„„id,,ha81. hyLlnltion 

(in Polish) 
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In the experiments, eoal of 0.1 mm grain size containing 5.4" 
ash on the dry basis. 77.3 <>„ C and 5.1 <>„ H was used. The extrac- 
tion was carried out in a continuous laboratory plant. Tetralin, 
anthracene oil and heavy oil obtained from the extract were 
tested as solvents. Coal was pasted and fed into the reactor at a 
rate of <U> ton in3 per hour at loOatm and 45(1 C. Inder these 
conditions the yields of the extract and gas were (il 2,, and ».«",,, 
respectively. The extract characteristic was: specific gravity,' 
1.IKI; fraction topping below 300   ( '. 22.S",,. 

194. Rolling. (J. (Ui7t») Dissolution of coal at températures less than 
200 V (Auflösen von Steinkohlen bei Temperaturen unter 200M') 
Anymvndh Cfanìt-, Yol. 82, No. 2. p. s7. (in Gorman) 

Coal solubility greatly increased when the coal was alkylated 
with chlorides of higher fatty acids in the presence of* Aid, 
at 50 ('. The corrected molecular weight of the extract appeared 
to be .'{(»00. * 

H»6. Jackh, \Y. (I«»70) Problems in the hydrogénation of eoal (Probleme 
der Hydrierung von Kohle) Erdöl vnd Kohl,, Yol. 23 No (5 up 334 
to 337. (in Orman) ' ' 

Effective coal hydrogénation depends on successful solutions to 
the problem of producing cheap hydrogen, eliminating ash and 
developing the high pressure equipment. The conversion of 
brown eoal and coal into gasoline was found to demand 2 200 m» 
and 2,800 m3 of hydrogen per ton of the tinal product, respectively 
Catenations of H2 production from natural gas and petroleum as 
well as irom hydrogenate and slurry processing are given The 
possibility of increasing the capacity of the hydrogen plants by 
increasing the reactor size is discussed. 

The author believes that hydrogenating coal to gasoline in the 
*KG is not justifiable because of the high . oal price of $15/ton 
Jn this ease the gasoline price is $75/ton whereas gasoline obtained 
irom petroleum costs $25/ton. In countries where coal prices are 
lower, as in the US (|4/tan), hydrogénation of eoal can be eco- 
nomically favourable. Gasoline from coal hydrogénation in large 
plants, where hydrogen obtained from natural gas is used is 
estimated in the US at 11 ¿/gal (844/ton). 

106. Krichko, A. A. (1971)* Hydrogénation of solid fuel (fJidrogenizaciya 
tverdogo topliva) Khimiya tverdogo topliva, No. 2, pp 31-39 fin 
Russian) ' ' ' l 

A review of the coal hydrogénation problem. 

* [This paper  which ¡8 by one of the consultants, complemente the nreaent 
publication and ,g therefore retained in the 1970 listing.] P 
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»tornir hydrogpn, 7.1 
ooron* {Mroomwing. A7, m, í»2, «S. I Sii 
dry, lio 
etectriml ditteharge, 7.1 
rk«ctro<>lu»mtc*l, 77 
KiM>h<T-Tm|Mirh nytithraia. «<», 7fi, I2|. j«? 
H coni, 12«. 127. 1.1». I4.V Ifti. IÄ.1. 1«?. IrtH, |M» 
high piwnurr. .1, 14. 27  37  47  7«  *», III. Ni   |^S   124   |ü 
H-oil, m, IH«» 
hvdnuTftfking, 42. 4.1. m, si, ito. m*, lis  in  12t*, I*A 
hydrogf'tiolyiiii. .1*  -,«», 7«» «i,«^ 1*3 
hydrorehruiiy, x«. |«|, n*. |M,*î 

irradiation, l.ir» 

liquid |»hHMc. 2.1. .14. 40, 71. In, »M», »2. "1, III, 123   li» 
kiw-iHVMutnv I   lu. 12. I«. 21»   42   44  «I. «S. 114. I2A. I7JI 
m<«dimn |»rf»NMi.in>, 27. H»4   liti   |«x 
phiNtua iirtMt'NMiiig   |;4.*, 
«titgk* *tagt», 2*1 
solvent .'XtriKiiuii. ."Mi. I«»«   I IN   12?   140  um, im   ,To  ,?,   |g.  |M 

1H.1,  l!»4 *      * 
two-rtagc. 4, 2«. .1«»   41. 4.. 
VHfKMir pltHMC.   47 

hydrogénation product* 

elt'Hrode <n»k»\ »12 
yawMiiiM furls, 7."» 

H*,lJrt^,! "' "   *'   m' "'' "T   m   im   in    m   m   ,M   »•'• 



^t'HJIi«   1     IM>KI 

CIM^I   l:   ,,„,   ,H   |7:   |?!|   |(||   {m 

f°,,,M     ,tì.*».*••!«•    MI.  II?.  UN    |f»t   |..T    ,«    |v    „lè   lâ 
»«». lAI. IM. MW   IM. hMi, ÌV,   ,„     ^,   *     ,4*' ,Sa- »*•• '*•">. »•* 
)H- 1«. 4!*, It!4 
klT'MM IM'.   |7l* 

l(il*rtf«ttrt£ «MI   |»i 

hv'lnj(f»tjrtti(.i, i^nj^tM, I4,y |4« 
«tmr», UM. i«, ist, l45 l4ê IÄ0 

danM. IM. IST   MM  Mi#, |Ä| 

l*r»i>pt lisMilin», IS« 
*•*«•, 41\ im, itn 

kïtwtt«. »A. S*. «I. Ila. IT4   Ili 

«mimnmm <»í k}émmmtím, a. t, li, if, «, ,w |Äi  m 

nitnitfm. I?« 

rÏTJTT'.iU "• •"••«<". «. 101. ina. I«, i,». ,„ lí0 ,„  |is M. I« i». ,». ,„. Ils l40 |4| ,„ ,„, 1M |gi_ ^ '£ '»• '£ 
"••Ir «ill, hyflfltiffrtatKm «Í, Tï. M 

«l***r*l •nulVM«  «   (s, |N  Aft, A4. 4ft 

*«tintt<v. |»4. |4fi 

•trorturf» iif tnm\ ;m ^ m| 

"Nt*' fcv«ta«m«tii»ii «f. is 

•tt!|ittt#r   iij   174   iln  im 



mm TO Ott AMI u*»rto NATION« PUIUCATIOWS 

•K^^w, nM^NP T(pP*l 

•eefcttere» mm ¿»tributen 
or mm te Un««f Nmom. Mei 

«»«••rf « »*ocw«t « m tu*.ICAT»ON* O» NATION« mm 

iRNO^I 

•H »*» *Wtet et tN i 

it  wot«   htrMrw  en 
Ne» Ven ou Qewfre 

«AM nony**HT% MAAMMI OPTANUSAMMH O«M*»«MMMX »Aim* 

m «rewtftMa 
•yMrt»   • 

•ApMf    Opr 

C<»*OCOWit<Krtl»»U»t,lCACiONItOf LASNACKHNftUNlOA« 

en «wtM an Mveriei y «««1 
• m nfcreie e *»#«* » 

Ver* o 

t'rtiiin«! m tuerta 
t*F**    |I   N     |   MI l  Mrt^,|  Í|*I»HIMI IH.t.lM-*lMH> 

1»  ttt«0     ikwMtta*  i»?.»     i MHl *.!«.*..     I,    ?..   li   ti   ,,, 
«•*!•** .w« Ä0    *   7i «•• H. Í7 
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